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ABSTRACT
Calculations have been carried out on the scattering of high energy
£
electrons and neutrons from the nucleus Li • The analysis of electron
scattering yields information about the nuclear charge distribution, and
neutron scattering yields information about the mass density distribution
and the parameters of the optical model potential. In the introductory
6
section, Part I, the predictions of the shell model for Li are discussed 
and the shell model wavefunctions for the ground state and the first excited 
state are constructed. The evidence for a cluster structure is also con­
sidered.
Part II deals with electron scattering. The elastic scattering 
from the spherically symmetric charge distribution obtained from LS coupled 
shell model wavefunctions is first considered and results obtained using 
wavefunctions derived from a finite oscillator potential are compared with 
other shell model calculations. This calculation is extended to include 
elastic quadrupole scattering from the non-symmetric distribution given 
by wavefunctions constructed using intermediate coupling and jj coupling.
The elastic scattering predicted by a simple cluster model is also con­
sidered. Inelastic scattering is examined, again using shell model 
wavefunctions; agreement with experiment is poor and possible reasons 
for the discrepancy are discussed. The contribution to elastic and 
inelastic scattering due to scattering from the magnetization and current 
densities is considered briefly. In addition, the wavefunctions and
3energy levels computed in the electron scattering calculations are 
used to calculate the total energy of the nucleus.
In Part III, inelastic neutron scattering is considered in the 
impulse approximationg, again using shell model wavefunctions for the 
nucleus. Distortion of the incoming and outgoing waves by the 
nucleus is first neglected, then taken into account through the 
W.K.B. approximation, the validity of the latter approximation being 
assessed by comparison with a partial wave analysis.
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7PART I. THE STRUCTURE OF Li 6
6
Chapter 1, The she 13. model for Li
The energy level spectrum of Li^ has been very thoroughly studied 
(l, 2, 3, 4) so that the excitation energy, isobaric spin T, spin J and 
parity ir of most of the lower levels are well-known. The experimentally 
determined level scheme is displayed in figure 1. In this work we have 
considered only the ground state and the first excited state at 2,18 MeV, 
and in order to complete the classification of these levels and to con­
struct the nuclear wavefunctions it is necessary to assume a nuclear model. 
In the shell model it is assumed that, to a first approximation, 
each nucleon moves in a potential which is the averaged effect of its 
two-body interactions with the other nucleons. The nuclear Hamiltonian 
may then be written in the form
H = H + H + H 
o o so
H  =1. r Pi2 + T. (r.) , + X  . U. . + a 5- L  . S. -(l.l)i  L i  i  J i > j  i j  i - i - i
where Hq is the Hamiltonian for the particle in the central shell model
potential V. = X- V. . , U. . is the residual two-nucleon interaction and H
i 0 ij * ij so
represents the single particle spin-orbit interaction. If the spin-orbit
parameter a is sufficiently small to make this interaction negligible we
have the limit of LS coupling in which the total orbital and total spin
2angular momenta of the system L,S, are good quantum numbers. If a is 
large the total angular momentum of a single particle = £ 1 + becomes 
a constant of the motion so that when the residual interaction U. . is 
negligible compared with the spin-orbit term we have the jj-coupling 
limit.
In both forms of coupling the total momenta of the Li^ nucleus must 
be obtained by coupling the individual momenta of four nucleons in the
s-shell and the two nucleons in the p-shell. The simplest assumption
6
concerning the lowest states of Li is that they can be adequately re­
presented by different couplings between the two p-nucleons within the 
lowest configuration and that excitation of the p-nucleons and of the 
alpha-core can be neglected, (The effect of these assumptions and their 
validity are discussed later in this chapter and in chapters 5 and 8.)
Then the lowest states are described by the following quantum numbers.
configuration: protons (is) (lp) 
neutrons (is) (lp) 
4 = 1, L  = 1. L = 0*1.2 1 S = 1
(is-l) l^p3/2^ 
(ls0 2(lp3/2}
i l  = 3 /-  * j 2 “ 3/2 
j = ii + o2 = °» 2} 3J = L + S = 0, 1, 2, 3 
Thus both coupling schemes predict J = 1, 3 the ground and first
excited states, both of which have T = 0, and J = 0, 2 for the lovrest 
T = 1 states.
The nuclear wavefunctions constructed on the basis of these two
forms of coupling differ in those terms which refer to the p-nucleons.
The wavefunctions for the ground and first excited states are constructed
and written out in full at the end of this chapter. In order to show
6
which form of coupling leads to the best description of the Li nucleus 
we compare the theoretical predictions for some basic properties of the 
nucleus with the experimental measurements.
(a) Spin and I-s?ir
As we have seen, it is possible to obtain the correct spin J for 
the ground state and the first excited state from the configurations in 
both coupling schemes. Similarly both forms of coupling predict J = 0,2 
for the lowest T i l  states, in agreement with the experimental level 
scheme (h).
00 Magnetic dipole moment .
The magnetic dipole operator p is defined through the relations (6)
- "* -orbital + - spin 
A
f  k Tk
-Vb = -2- k = 1 ®L -
2mc
A
k ^ku. . = e i A- g s_spxn _ k = 1 s -
2mc
th.where the orbital and spin angular'* momentum operators for the k nucleon
k k * \ ^  a
are given by L and S , whose z-components are -in d f
~ c<tfk k
9 ^S are an(^  sPin gyromagnetic ratios. For a proton
10
s, =1, g„ = 5.587 and for a neutron gT= 0, g„ = -3.826, The magnetic 
°L S L b
moment is given by the expectation value of the ^component of p, for the
nuclear sub state Yvdth M = J,
T 1* . T T
I" = 'ij -(1.2)
J 
6The wavefunctions for the Li ground state given by equations (1.22) and 
(1.29) yield the following moments :
.hi coupling
t -t - / proton neutronx
Vor.h = eJl x i > I* = —  X - + '
orb 2ma 3 P 2mc 6
f-1 •* =: e'k x i (l + 0,880) = 0.627 nuclear magnetons - (l*3)
2mc 3
couniin
a LL . < 1 Ji. J- \
Spln 2 ^  2 3
(j. = 0,880 n.m.
Lb
The experimental result is 0,822 n.m. Thus there is fair agreement using
jj coupling and good agreement with LS coupling.
(c) Electric quadrupole moment
The electric quadrupole operator is defined as (6)
A
■ Q- <*£ &k(3 z‘ - O  -(1.6)
and the quadrupole moment is the expectation value of this operator in the 
subst ate with M = J,
e W 1 (g Pr0t°n + ?cneUtr°n) "(1.5)
11
74r j  T
J j ? X j  dx -(1.7)
6For Li we find that, in coupling,
Q = s "p-shell -(1.8)
so that the magnitude of Q depends on the r.m.s. radius of the p-proton,
-27 2
An order of magnitude estimate gives a value of Qjj of 10 ^  20 x 10 cm •
6
The true value of the Li quadrupole moment is rather difficult to
6 7
estimate. The ratio of the Li and Li moments is found experimentally
to be (7)
Jq6 / Q? I = 2 x 10-2
and it has also been found that they have the same sign (8), There have
been several determinations of (9) which indicate a value in the range
—26 2 —26 2 
- 12 x 10 cm to + A x 10 cm * with the most probable value in the
—26 2range - 1 to -5 x 10 cm , This gives
-2 x 10~28cm2 £ i -10 x 10“28cm2 -(1.9)
It is clear that the quadrupole moment predicted by jj coupling is definite­
ly too large and probably of the wrong sign. The quadrupole moment 
vanishes in pure LS coupling, i.e. in the S., state but a small admixture 
of other states vrill yield the required value (see below).
Calculations on the binding energy of p-shell nuclei (10) shows that 
LS coupling leads to slightly better agreement with experiment although 
neither LS nor coupling yields very satisfactory results.
It is usual to discuss in connection with p-decay the quantity ft, 
where f is a function of the (3-energy and t is the half-life for the decay. 
The ft values are calculated using shell model wavefunctions from the 
relation (ll,12)
ft =     p -(1.10)
(l-x)F + x&
in which the constants B end x have been deduced empirically. F and G 
are the matrix elements corresponding to the Fermi and the Gammoux-Teller
selection rules. The decay
6 6 - 
H a . - ' ^ l i + e + V
is a pure G.T. transition. The experimental and theoretical ft values
are (ll)
exp. LS jj
ft (sec) 825 ~ 75 825 1 ^ 0
This result clearly favours LS coupling.
6
The theoretical estimates for these properties of Li obtained
using LS coupled wavefunctions are generally in better agreement with
6
experiment which indicates that Li is nearer to the LS limit than to 
the limit.
The intermediate coupling approximation of the shell model takes _ 
account of both the spin-orbit interaction and the two-nucleon interaction. 
The nuclear Hamiltonian has the form
13
Z. ..
H  +  X. V t : +• 0-4- A '-1 - (1.11)i 2 m  c>j J i
where
VIy r ( w  + M  p.* + B pj + h  f>*pJ}V( rtJ) -(1.12)
V*
P ,P are the space and spin exchange operators and W, M, B, H are the usual 
coefficients which characterise the contribution of the Wigner, Majorana, 
Bartlett and Heisenberg forces to the interaction.
For p-shell nuclei, the interactions Vij give rise to two radial 
integrals! the direct integral
L = / y(q) 0(r) V(rLJ) y ( r j  $5( q) d d
and the exchange integral
k = V((y) (/'(rj ) ^ ( r j d r t cir, ,
The sign of K depends on the symmetry of the wavef unction with respect to
exchange of coordinates and this gives rise to singlet-triplet energy
separation. The separation within a multiplot depends on the strength
a of the spin-orbit force. The relative importance of these effects is
usually represented by the intermediate coupling parameter J = a/lt so
that the limiting cases are
| = 0 - LS coupling , ^ =G0 - coupling.
6The experimental level scheme for Li is compared in figure 1 with 
the scheme calculated by Inglis (13) with an intermediate coupling para­
meter of 1.3. It may be seen that the order of the first few levels is
Spin, Parity Ex,c“KCitation . Spin, Parity Energy (MeV)  |
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consistent with this degree of intermediate coupling near to the LS limit, 
although, as is pointed out by Allen et al (3)? "the scheme of Inglis 
predicts that the P levels should be reached at about 11 MeV excitation 
whereas they are found experimentally at 6.6, 8,4 and 9*3 MeV. The 
results of Inglis Y/ere confirmed by Tauber and Wu (14) aad several calcula­
tions have been carried out in which the parameters of the interaction 
were derived from the Li^ level structure and used successfully to predict 
the laJ scheme (15)*
A somewhat different approach was taken by Adkins and Brennan (l6) 
who chose a wavef unction which gave the correct static moments and then 
found sets of potential parameters which vfould reproduce the wavefunctions. 
Using the LS coupling scheme and the configuration (le)^'(lp)^, they write 
the ground state wavefunction as
-C.Jp '/'^Vd,) -(1.13)
where the symbol y ( Lj) is used to represent +he LS coupled wave­
function corresponding to the resultant angular momenta L, S, J for the 
p-nucleons, and the coupling parameters are normalized to
Cj2 + C22 + C 2 = 1 -(1.14)
The coupling parameters are determined from the level positions, and the 
static moments. For example, the expressions for the magnetic dipole. - 
moment (1.5) and electric quadrupole moments in pure LS coupling (C^  =1,
C2 = = 0) are replaced by
16
2mc
+ 0,830(0^ - i C 2) j
V,
,u’spin
ir. agreement with equation 17 of reference 14* and
Q = f ( 2 C22 ■ 20 C3 “ 75 C1C3  ^ ^ r 2 p-shell , - 1^*-
in agreement with equation 2 of reference 17* None of the potential
parameters found by Adkins and Brennan showed a close relation to a two-
that a tensor force was not necessary to fit the level scheme, aft extremely 
weak tensor force was necessary to fit the quadrupole moment, and that 
the magnetic moment was always too large by about 6foa No simultaneous 
fit of the energy levels and the moments was possible. However, the 
magnitude of any contribution to the magnetic moment from exchange 
effects (6) is not known. It must also be pointed out that Pinkston 
and Brennan and also Adkins and Brennan calculated the quadrupole moment 
using a value for the r.m.s. radius of the p-shell which is considerably 
smal?.er than the value obtained from elastic electron scattering data, 
although the large uncertainty in Qg probably outweighs this error.
In the work so far discussed no account was taken of excited con­
figurations. Higher configurations were included in the work of
nucleon potential deduced from the deuteron data (18). A similar cal­
culation has been carried out by Pinkston and Brennan (17)• They found
11
Feingold and Lyons (19,20) and ?/ere shown to be of considerable importance. 
Their work also differs from that described in the preceding paragraph 
because the potential (1.12) was replaced by a potential with a spin and 
charge independent central force plus a tensor force*
The calculation of reduced widths for various reactions may also 
serve to distinguish between wavefunctions derived using various nuclear 
models (4,12,21), The width for a level X decaying by nucleon emission 
or capture through a channel and may be written as (22)*
P, = 2 P YyXc c *Xc
2where Pq is the penetrability factor and is the reduced width which is 
dependent on the form of the nuclear wavefunctionso The reduced width 
measures essentially the probability for the appearance of the fragments 
of the type specified by the channel c at the surface of the nucleus., Re­
duced widths may be obtained from the decay of a compound nucleus in
resonance reactions (21) and also from the cross-section for certain direct
& 7reactions such as pickup and stripping. The reactions Li (d,p)Li ,
7 6 7 6
Li (p,d)Li and Li (d,t)Li have been analysed in terms of the intermediate
coupling shell model (4,23) and the values obtained for the coupling para-
f. g 7
meter 5, , which is taken to be the same for id and LiJ, are in satisfactory 
agreement with those predicted by the level scheme and binding energy 
calculations*
From this brief survey it may be seen that the shell model, with a
degree of intermediate coupling near to the LS limit, gives a good overall
description of the properties of the Li nucleus. In the analysis of j
scattering from Li (Parts II and III) we have therefore used principally 
the LS coupled wavefunctions (1.22), (l.25) and also, where the comparison 
is of interest, the jj coupled wavefunctions (l.29),(l«30) and the inter­
mediate LS coupled wavefunction (lw13). Only the lowest configuration 
has been taken into account although some effects due to excited configura­
tions are discussed in chapters 3 and 3.
We note, however, that Kurath (24) has shown that the predictions 
of the intermediate coupling model do not give satisfactoxy agreement 
with experiment for the radiative transitions of other nuclei in the lP-shell
particularly in the case of E2 transitions. If this result is also
6  ^
relevant to Li , we would expect some discrepancy to appear in the analysis |
of the excitation of the 2.18 MeV state by inelastically scattered electrons j-
as this also involves an E2 transition. This discrepancy is observed and
is discussed in chapter 8.
6
Wavefunctions for Li
i ^
(l) LS coupling, (is) (lp) .
The total wavefunction is given by
i- A ° 0 J7T -(i.i7)
Ms - “lwhere X is a triplet spin function, ft is the appropriate combina- 
s u*
tion of orbital wavefunctions of the two p-nucleons,
''ft,
fa = (') ^  (2) -(1.18)
A °  is the complete wavefunction for the s—nucleons and is
an antisymmetric I-spin function (T = 0). We will usually omit the last 
two functions. From the two Clebsch-G-ordan coefficients we have
1^ = mi + m2
ris= + M,
Thus the summation in (1.17) runs over all possible combinations of and 
Mg which give the required M and the summation in (l*l8) runs over all 
values of m^ and m2 which give the required
(a) Ground state
s = 1 , L = 0 , J = 1 , £ = jL = 1 )
+ + + ) "(1.19)
Ms = 0,- 1 Ml = 0 M = 0,-1 E. = 11 = 0,1 1 )
We write
rt)* ■ f?)
fig01 -R.Ot) (0 -(1.20)
20
where R - q M  Is 't^ Le radial wavefunction for n = 1, t = 1 and after 
evaluating the C-G coefficients, equation (l.l8) becomes
£  = ^ ( r 1 )E21(r2) - Y^COY,°(2)+Y1"1(l)Y11 (2) ]
-(1.21)
The coefficients C(LSJ; MTM ) = C(011j M M )  are unity for all M, hence
L S L S'
(1.17) may be written as
j=j To
x. M  = n s - o }zi t -(1.22)
(b) First excited state
S = 1 L = 2 9
-K +,Mg = 0,- 1 ? Ml = 0,-1,-2, M = 0,-1,-2,—3 = m2 = 0,-1 )
. Mj
Evaluating the C-G coefficients CCiL^fgLj mim2^ we ^or /^ Xj
0 ”  = R„(r;) R J V  f ‘o) V f  (2)
0 ; 1 = (?..(0 R,.(rj 1 [ £'(>) Y,°a) +
£  rh(g R„( ^ [ Y ‘0)r,"(2) +2 x%) Y,°a)+ Xl,)Xb)]
and the total ¥\ravef unction for the sub state M may be written as
f M = Z  c (213; r\ m  -mA X
J «2t ^ ^
-(1.23)
“(I.
I -(1.25)
for which the C-G coefficients are given in Table 1*
Table 1 C(l23| ^  M-K^)
+1 0 -1 -2 -3.... M +3 +2
[g=M-ML
(
i
+1 ii 1 if
i1
0 j
i
0 il
-1 ; 0 0
fl i1
45 vf 5 715
Li l l  11 / I
115 15 Jl5 sj 3
fl 11 j2 [2
15 7 5 h  J3
(?.) 00 coupling (IS (lp )2
-1 - 7/02 3/2
The total wavefunction is given by
^  . ( A.
0
0
1
I T =. L C t j ,  j 2 J ; n^  rn2)  ^ 0 )  (j/ g . v2j J w0 s/J- r
The single particle wavefunctions are given by 
J m
where X^ s is the usual nucleon spin function such that (25)
1 . _ i
Xf = 0, , X f = p
2 2
and evaluating the coefficients we have
(1) •=«(') K M(r;) X < 0
I
(<) = [1 m R „ ( 0  'Co) +• npO) R,(r.) r ‘o) J
112 73 v3
?<
I
-(1.26)
-(1.27)
I
-0-2S) |
1
i
22
-'/2
0  (|)= iloiO)R.,07)X  (/.) + / | p 0jK„(r1j'?; (,)
n 2 J 3 O ' .
-3/5
% 2 ( 0 ~  f M R n t o X  0)
?- -C i-2  8 )
CO Tit
(a.) G-round state
J = 1 ,
.  I C ( |  ^,1 (z)
M = 0, - 1
-(1.29)
The coefficients are given in Table 2,
(b) First excited state
J = 3 , M = 0, ± 1, - 2, - 3.
M
* * ^ 1*3 * m. ^  ^ ; r1 ^  '2W  (2)
Again, the coefficients are given in Table 2,
Table 2 
X  M
“ T l
1
' 2
1
2
1 _ ~
C ( f | l  : M-m)
+1
li
V 10
-1
J20
- 2  -  1_
JTo/? j2010 “ i
/20
/ 2—  
yio
- 2_
■iK)
/ ?
-(1.30)
23
Table 2 (Contd.)
C(|| 3 .* M-m)
+3 4-2 +1 0
When calculating matrix elements with LS coupled wavefunctions 
we shall sometimes find the following notation useful,
Ml.
x i L R „ (r;) R „ ( r j  - (1,31)
in which the functions x are defined by comparison with equations (l.2l) 
and (1.24).
24
Chapter 2. The cluster model for Li
It has recently been suggested that the structure of light nuclei 
might be more adequately represented through the assumption that the 
constituent nucleons are bound into certain well-defined subgroups (26,27). 
Thus in the shell model there is a single centre of symmetry, whereas in 
the cluster model each subgroup has its own centre of symmetry. It is 
known that such clustering, if it occurs at all, should occur preferentially 
in the surface region of the nucleus due to the action of the exclusion 
principlej in light nuclei the surface region is of increasing importance 
and there appears to be reasonable evidence for the existence of such 
clusters as deuterons, tritons and alpha-particles in light and medium 
nuclei (28,29).
g
The natural assumption for a cluster model representation for Li
5
is that of an alpha-particle plus a deuteron. Since both the nuclei Li ,
5
He are unstable but the simultaneous joining of a proton and a neutron 
to the alpha-particle gives rise to the stable nucleus 11^, the obvious 
assumption is that the proton and the neutron form a bound pair; although 
this is by no means the only possibility, for the alpha-particle could 
lose its identity in the formation of a more complicated system.
We now review some experimental evidence concerning the cluster 
model for Li^ and some relevant calculations.
(a) Level scheme and classification of states
If it is -assumed that in the low-lying states of Li^ the
25
alpna-particle remains in its ground state with S = 0 and T ~ 0, then the
6
spins of these states of Li can be derived from the state of the deuteron 
and of the relative motion of the two clusters (30)o For example, the 
triplet states of Li^ should correspond to an unexcited deuteron with
5 = 1, T = 0 and a relative angular momentum states of L = 0 for the ground 
state and L = 2 for the three states with'J = 3*2,1* Similarly, the 
spins of the singlet states S = 0, T = 1 can be derived from the singlet 
state of the deuteron* This approach assumes that the LS coupling 
scheme is appropriate,,,
It is generally assumed that the clusters in the nucleus maintain
their own properties such as binding energy and static moments. If this
is the case, then the magnetic dipole moment of Li^ must be the same as
that of the deuteron and these are in Relatively good agreement. The
“ 28 2
electric quadrupole moment of the deuteron is known to be +27 x 10 cm
6
which is larger than the Li quadrupole moment (see equation 3*9) by a
factor between 3 and 10 and, very probably, is of the opposite sign.
This would appear to be a point of difficulty with the cluster model which
x
has not so far been studied in any detail'1'; in calculations using the
6
A calculation of the quadrupole moment is included in a recent investiga-
6tion of a three-body model for Li by Wackman and Austern (3l)> and the 
result is in reasonable agreement with the experimental value in magnitude 
but jjflt in sign. A tensor force is included in the p-n interaction.
26
cluster model for Li^ (27,30) only central forces have been included in 
the two-nucleon interaction so that the quadrupole moment of the deuteron 
is not reproduced,,
The relative energy of the two clusters in the low lying states 
have been calculated by Kopaleishv/ili et al (27) and by Wildermuth, Tang 
and Pearlstein (30). The calculations use similar forms for the two-
nucleon interaction and both consider exchange of nucleons between the . 
clusters, i.e. the clusters are not assumed to be permanent structures 
but, due to the exchange forces, are subject to continual exchange of the 
constituent nucleons. Both calculations show that in the ground state 
the energy of interaction betf^een the clusters does have a minimum whose 
magnitude is in agreement with the experimental value of -1.48 MeV and 
also that the length parameters appearing in the parts of the wavefunction 
corresponding to the alpha-particle, the deuteron, and their relative motion 
respectively, are not identical. The essential difference between these 
calculations is that Wildermuth et al start from the LS scheme of the 
shell model, i.e. they assume that the two nucleons in the deuteron are in 
IP states. Hence, if the parameters were identical the cluster wave- 
function would be exactly the same as the shell model wavr.function - that 
this is not so indicates that the centres of mass of the alpha and the 
deuteron are, on average, separated.
(a) R am«s» radius
The length parameters obtained by Wildermuth et al lead to a value
6
for the r.m.s. radius of Li of 2.0 f which is not in agreement with 
values obtained from electron scattering calculations (table 5)* However, 
the length parameters are determined,from a variational calculation for 
the energy of the system and it has not yet been shown whether small 
charges in the wavefunctions or the parameters could lead to the required 
charge distribution without any significant change in the energy.
The threshold for the reaction Li^(Y,^)He^ has the low value of 
1.48 MeV compared with the threshold energies of 4»6 MeV and 5»5 MeV for 
the reactions Li (y,p)He and Li (y,n)Li , and the suggestion has been 
made that these magnitudes, in themselves, are evidence for the existence 
of a deuteron cluster (32). Hovrever, in the shell model, the residual 
interaction between the two p-nucleons is sufficient to account for the 
extra energy required to separate one nucleon (see chapter 5, page $ 9 ^
The (y,d) reaction has been used to measure the width of the 2.18 MeV 
level in Li^ (33) and it was found that an intermediate coupling calcula­
tion gave better agreement with the experimental result than a calculation 
using a very simple a +d model.
There are three possible disintegration processes which could give 
rise to proton-neutron coincidences- These are
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L i^ (Y ,(*p )H e ^
Li^(yj3i)Li' , Li^ — * P + He^ "
Li^(Y,p)He^ , He^ — ¥ n + He^ \,
On the single-particle model, the proton simply knocks out one
nucleon and the remaining unstable system then separates into a nucleon and
an alpha-particle. In this case there would be no correlation of the
proton and neutron. If the proton causes the disintegration of a deuteron
cluster leading to the (Y*Pn) reaction, then there should be a correlation
between the emission angles of the proton and neutron. Two separate
experiments have been performed to look for this correlation (34,35) and
it has not been observed. Further measurements on the photoproton angular
distribution (35) show that the mechanism of a single particle interaction
leads to better qualitative agreement with experiment although quantitative
agreement is poor^
(f) Nuclear reactions
The a ± cf model has been used to analyse such reactions as
Be^(Li^,a.)B^ and Li^( a,d )Be^ (36), In both cases the mechanism of the
6
reaction is assumed to involve the breakup of Li into the two sub-units 
leading to the subsequent capture of one of them and the emission of the 
other5 the internal structure of the clusters is not considered, A more 
elaborate analysis of the Li^(n, t JHe"4', Li^(d,a)He^" reactions has also been 
carried out (32), In all these cases, many simplifying assumptions were 
made and agreement with experiment is generally only moderate. More
6 8
recently the reaction Li (a,d )Be has been examined (37) in an attempt 
to compare the predietions of the direct knockout mechanism with two- 
particle stripping theory (38)# In general both theories fit moderately 
well and it is not possible to distinguish between them,
(g) Reduced widths
6 | Al
The reduced widths of Li levels seen in a -He scattering are ®om—
parable with the maximum theoretical value (2,39)# The reduced width
measures essentially the overlap of the wravefunction of the compound 
6
nucleus Li and the d + a wavefunction at the nuclear surfacej if the re­
duced ?;idth has its maximum value, the overlap is complete and the state is
called a single particle state, the single particles being the alpha-particle
t2 /
and the deuteron. The maximum value is given by 3n/2jia where \i is the 
reduced mass and a is the interaction radius. In table 3 the reduced 
vfidths obtained from d- a scattering (2) are given in terms of the single­
particle value. It has been shown that the reduced width is essentially
proportional to the fractional parentage coefficient for the separation of
6
the required number of nucleons (4-0,41) and the values for Li have been 
calculated on the basis of the shell model (4l)« As may be seen from 
Table 3 the agreement with e xperiment is good.
It is clear that a cluster model can be constructed for Li^ which 
gives a satisfactory description of the basic nuclear properties. The 
ethos of the cluster model, at least in its cruder forms, appears to be 
in complete contradiction to the assumptions of the shell model, but the
the importance of the last section (g) is that the magnitude of the :|
|
reduced widths may not be taken as strong evidence for the former model |
and against the latter. On the present evidence it may not be argued that |
either the shell model or the cluster model is 11 correct". On the contrary,! 
it may be reasonable to regard the cluster model in its most sophisticated 
formas essentially an extension of the shell model which grows out of the 
fractional parentage representation but it is by no means certain that 
such an extension is necessary for the representation of this nucleus*
Any relation between the models becomes less evident, however, if 
the states of the particles in the clusters are not in agreement with the
6
shell model configuration. This is the case if it is assumed that in Li
the two nucleons in the deuteron are in S states. A model for Li^ of
this form has been considered (42) and gives a good description of the <j- a
scattering. It has been stated (43) that the correct shell model con- 
6 4 2
figuration for Li is (is) (2s) , although such a configuration is in
complete disagreement with the ordering of states obtained with the usual
shell model potentials. Experimental support for the view that the
least bond nucleons are in s-states comes from measurements on the 
6 5
Li (p,2p)He reaction (44). Although the angular distribution observed 
6 / 5in the Li (n, d )He reaction was found to be consistent with the assign­
ment of 1 for the picked-up proton (45 )> again there is ambiguity as 
the deuterons could have been produced by a direct knock-out mechanism.
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It seems that no definite conclusions on this point are possible 
until the results of such reactions as Li^(p,2p), Li^(n,J ), Li^(i,t) 
have been more accurately analysed*
Table 3. Reduced widths t for the process L i 4 - d •
The interaction radius a is 3.5f«
Level 
E(MeV) , , J71
yatf/2r
Experimental(2)
a.)
Theoretical(41)! +I—1o 0.51 0.75
2.18, 3+ 0.8 0.75
4.52, 2+ 1.0 0.75
5.6 , l+ 0.2 ~ 1.0 0.75
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PART II. ELECTRON SCATTERING
Chapter 3. Introduction
The scattering of .electrons from, nuclei is an important source
of information about the proton distribution in nuclei. Elastic electron 
scattering yields information on the radial variation of the static
charge density in the nuclear ground state. Inelastic scattering,in
which the nucleus is excited to a particular final state, yields infor-
maxion on the strength and multipolarity of the transition and the
radial dependence of the transition charge density.
The quantity determined from the experimental data is the form 
factor of the distribution denoted by F(q), where hq-h|k^- is the 
momentum transfer. For elastic scattering k^k^-k^and q is given by 
hq=2hksin|-# where $ is the angle of scattering. F(q) is defined in terms 
of the ratio of the cross-section measured experimentally to the cross- 
section calculated on the assumption of a point nucleus, so that
OIL
where f($) is the scattering amplitude, then F(q) is also given by
exp / \ dJi I point
-(3.1)
and since
-(3.2)
point
The cross-section for the elastic scattering at relativistic
velocities of particles with spin -b and charge e from point nuclei with 
spin zero and charge Ze is given by (46a)
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/!£) -I Zgp)2 /- ^  SirtzQ
VdJl/point v2mc / ^  Sin^JB
-(3.4)
where p=v/c. This* result Is valid for all velocities v provided' that
Ze2/fLC<Xl or Z«137. If  ^is very close to unity then l-£ 2sin2-g-$
2 2 2 2 ^ cos -g-fl and l-j£ ^ (me /e) 9 where E is the kinetic energy of the
incident particles? so that the expression (3.4) "becomes
(SSL) . /2e2 )2 ’ -(3.5)
\dJb/point \2E / sin -J-0 
This is the well-known expression for the Coulomh scattering of spin 
particles from a point hucleus at relativistio velocities.
The cross-section for elastic scattering from nuclei of finite 
size may be obtained using Born approximation. The criterion for the 
validity of this approximation is Ze2logd/hv << 1 where^is the ratio of 
atomic screening radius to the nuclear radius (47)9 i.e. this approxim­
ation is also valid for high velocities and small Z. Ifthe point charf 
is replaced by a spherically symmetric potential V(r) then the scattering 
amplitude is given by (46b)
too
f ^ B o r n = ~ —  / sin^r V (r) r d r  - -(3.6)
h*q J0
This expression for f(Q) does not include the relativistic correction
2 2 2 
which introduces terms of the form 1— ^ sin and 1- ^  (cf. equation
3.4). The corrected expression for the cross- section becomes (46c)
\ m
du _ /~(3^Suii.9 '
d&  Born |TVA'Som
.2 Ln iX'
(3.7)( Sin. Cj C V(r) r clr
using (3.6). The usual procedure is now to integrate twice by parts so
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that the integral in equation (3.7) "becomes
r°° , , 2
sin^fr d 
dr‘
(rV) dr
and to use Foisson's equation so that
d 2 ( r V )  s  r V 2V *  4 ? T r p ( r ) Z e 2 
dr2
where p(r) is the densitydistribution and is normalized through the 
condition joO
4TT (p(r) r dr - 1
to
Hence equation (3.7) becomes
d£_ r (Ze )u cot
djl 2 2 2 
h c q
in sin<^r (p(r) r dr
-(3.8)
(3.9)
( o 0 p |
Ze ] cos -g-p 47T I si nor p( r) r dr
2E / • 4a jQ 9 I Asm-s-n. I h Jo
and finally, by comparison with equations (3.1) and (3.5) dhe form 
factor for elastic scattering obtained in Born approximation is given by
-(3.10)F(<l) " 41 I sin<or p(r) r dr
% I  , , a + .+^ scattering „ , . /,o\ . ,
The formal theory of electron/given by Schiff (4°) includes
elastic scattering from spherically symmetric and non-symmetric charge 
distributions and also inelastic scattering. In SchiffIs work the inter­
action betv^een the electron and the nucleus is treated in first order 
perturbation theory, and the scattered electron is represented b^ a 
plane wave so that this treatment is again valid only for light nuclei. 
The interaction energy ii determined for electric and magnetic multipole 
transitions in terms of the nuclear densities of charge, current and 
magnetization, {p ,j,Mj the treatment is semi-classical so that these
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densities represent static densities (i.ew expectation values in the 
ground state ) for elastic scattering or transition]?f matrix elements 
between tne ground and final states) for inelastic scattering*
The differential cross-sections for electron scattering are 
obtained from the interaction energies by squaring, summing over final 
electron spin states and averaging over initial states. The expressions 
for the cross-sections are (49)
electric multipole transitions
= (Ze2)2 cos2j Q  jp(q)j2
UjI/O J2 2 2 .  2i n 
tl c q s m  -g-o
E 2 /. . 2i
(3.11)
/de'\E = e2 (it sin2i5-$ ) | ( H (2 \')fjLUL +1 ) j[Zsihi *,2 2 210 ! £ l y/ Jv bi c s m  -g-p
f +~f sj? - j ji.
X h i lC}/  ^  r 'COrl L- ** W  ^ rljjc)rj_(3.i2)
magnetic multipole transitions
/-i v JMl.
=
-  (it sin2j^ )
dSi/il 2 4 2 . 2i o
■fL c q s m  -g- fc#
6
X - 'cur^[i+ C c i j r f d ] ^ *- -(3.13)
where the spherical harmonics are defined with respect to a z-axis along 
the direction of momentum transfer q, F(q) is defined as
jpM 2 *\l |jz(Cf.r)^  i.8^ )o^ r)dx
-11 r- l/l! , \ /C  MM' , J*l^ hTrpeih] Jje(y) >£ pa (r)Jt j,
JJfi 'M M-
■(3-
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and is the appropriate density distribution which is a matrix
element taken between the initial state of the nucleus with quantum
numbers J 5M and the final state with quantum numbers J',!’, i.e.
' r  ! % <c • • r*) $ t(rr -- c ) ± r , ..drt„ d ,7+1. -drfe “ (r) -  A J r^  -(3.15)
A factor Zex appears explicitly in equation (3.11) as it has been extracted !) j
from the charge density as defined in references 48 and 49 in order that 
the definition of the form factor and the normalization of the density
t
distribution shall be the same as before, i.e. as in equations (3.8),(3.k 
Because the z-axis has been taken along the direction of q we 
may use the expansion of e1^*^ to rewrite the equation (3.14) fob the 
form factor in the alternative form, .
-(3.16)
The integral in (3.14) may also be expressed in terms of a reduced 
matrix element using the theory of angular momentum (50a)
L(ar) Y pff(r) dr » jeY^|jM>
-(3.17)
and from the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients the following selection 
rules arise
J+ J'^ l>, |j- J'j , -(3.13)
M . M' . -(3.19)
If the initial and final wavefunctions for the nucleus are obtained 
in LS coupling then the selection rules above are replaced by
Ii+ V>t>y |L- L'/ , ml = ml > -(3.20)
-(3.21)
it
it; -
in
I’s ^
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because there is no operator in (3.17) which affects the nuclear spin 
functions. It may now he seen that the equations (3.12) and (3.13) 
represent the cross- sections for transitions in which the nuclear mag­
netic quantum number changes by ±1, i.e. M ’-Mtl (49)*
For electric monopole scattering (i?-0) which corresponds to elastic 
scattering from the spherically symmetric charge distribution of the
ground sta.te, the form factor is obtained frcm equation (3.14) as
2
30(qr) £(r) r* dr
(From now on we shall use Q(r) without suffices to indicate the density
F e l ( < l ) j 2 _1_ 2. 4IT
1 ' 2J+1 h I
distribution in the ground state,-while (Pj^ (ll) taken to mean the 
transition density.) Since the density distribution is spherically sym­
metric it cannot depend on the magnetic quantum numbers, so that the 
integral must be the same for all M and the summation overJ will yield 
simply (2Jt4) times the integral. When Jo(qr) is replaced by sin(qr)/qr 
the expression for F ■_ (q) is identical with the previous expressiqn (3.10)
® -L
for the formj factor. An equivalent expression may be obtained from
(3.l6),i.e. ^
= e1^ *- (3 (r) dr . -(3.22)
If the density distribution is not symmetric but contains a quad­
rupole term so that it -can be written in the form
?(i) * q 0(r) <?2(r)
then there arises the possibility of elastic quadrupole scattering in 
addition to monopole scattering (48,51)* The expression for the form 
factor is obtained from (3.14) as
Because the distribution is no longer symmetric the summation over the 
magnetic substates must not be omitted.
For inelastic scattering the equations (3.1l) to (3.21) still 
hold provided that the excitation is small i.e. that hK<<fiq where hcK is 
the energy loss of the electron. The inelastic form factor for an electric 
multipole transition is given by (52)
that in the ground state the density distribution is normalized to unity 
through equation (3.8), but the integral of the transition density over 
the coordinates of all the nucleons is zero. This follows from: the ortho­
gonality of the nuclear wavefunctions for the ground and excited states.
These expressions for the various form factors must be corrected 
to allow for the finite size of the proton. The density distribution 
which has so far been considered represents the distribution of the centres 
of mass of the protons in the nucleus. The true charge distribution is 
obtained by folding in the proton density to give
This correction was first considered by Amaldi et al (53) and also by 
McAllister and Hofstadter (54) who showed that if the distribution of
-(3.24)
-(3.25)
where ) is the transition density given "by (3.15). It may be noted
-(3.26)
3?
the proton was taken to he of gaussian form then the form factor in
Born approximation obtained, by using (pckarge contains an additional 
2 2 3  2factor exp(-Jq ap)* where ^  a^ is the mean square radius of the proton.
It is .well-known that because the shell model wavefunctions are 
referred to the arbitrary origin of the shell model potential which is 
not necessarily coincident with the nuclear centre of mass, these wave­
functions may also describe the spurious motion of the centre of mass 
in the potential. Tne effects of the centre of mass motion are considered 
in detail in Appendix 1. The form factor for elastic scattering from the 
nuclear charge distribution may be corrected using equations (A1.8) to 
(Al.ll), which yields
FSm(q) exp(-q2a2 ) P°(q) . -(3.27)
4 A
When this result is combined with the finite size correction, the
corrected expression for the form factor is given by (55)
_c/ \ _sm/ \ f 2 2 2
F(q) = P  (q) expji (| - Sp) j , _(3<28)
These corrections have also been applied to electron scattering
by the nuclear current and magnetization densities (5^)* Tbe relation
(3.28) holds for t^is type of scattering provided that the nucleon form
factors of the charge and the magnetization density distributions are
identical. Becent experiments (57) have indicated that these form factors
2 -2are not identical for q } “Jf .
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Chapter 4° Elastic scattering from a spherically symmetric charge 
distribution
It has been shown that the experimental cross-sections for elastic 
electron scattering from p-shell nuclei can be fitted very well using 
symmetric charge distributions derived from shell model wavefunctions 
with an infinite oscillator potential (51j58?59)« This potential has the 
form
V(r) = -Vo-f- iKr2 -(4.1)
1 - 2 rwhere -jp- , jj is the reduced mass ot the single particle in the
potential, Vq is a suitable well depth, and lo? is the energy jnterva'l 
between the energy levels of the oscillatory hw is related to a length 
parameter a such that a = 'h/^ Lo . The radial solutions of the Schrodinger 
equation for this potential are
R = A exp ;-ir2 ) -,F [-(n-l)?|+| | r2 1 -(4.2)
nt {7x> ■ a3 L a" J
and the energy levels are given by (6 0 )
En i = ( 2 (n-l) + i  + f jtua . -(4.3)
The oscillator potential gives a large transition region in which the 
potential increases from its maximum (negative) central value. The tran­
sition of the nuclear potential from the central value to zero takes place 
principally in the surface region and in light nuclei the thickness of 
this region is comparable with the nuclear radius. Consequently the 
oscillator potential is preferred for light nuclei (6l), Analysis of 
nucleon scattering data (6 2) has also indicated the importance of the 
transition region.
uThe spherically symmetric part of the density distribution for 
Li is obtained from the definition (3.15) using the wavefunctions (l.2£V 
or (1.29). This gives
e <r)= A0 Eio(r) +  h  Hn (r)
or9 in terms of the oscillator wavefunctions (4 .2)5
P (r) - 2 (1- r2 \ e
3  \ 21
3TT a 3 a -
where the constants are obtained from the normalization condition (3.8). 
With LS coupling this is the only terms in jj coupling there is an 
additional non-symmetric term which is considered in Chapter 7» When the 
expression (4«4) is substituted in equation (3.10), the form factor becomes 
F_i(d)g (!- ) exp (-j q2 a2) -(4.5)
Howevever, it was shown by Burleson and Hofstadter (63) that in order to
6
fit the experimental data for Li 9 it is necessary to assume that the 
s- and p-protons move in different oscillator potentils. The density 
distribution and elastic form factor for Li^ are then given by
P .(q)- 2 exp (-f q2a2) + 1_ (l - q2ti2 \exp (-J- <L i?) -(4.7)
■ 3 ' 3 T T  >
- 2. Fjq) +  l F,,(q) • -(4.8)
" 3 3 p
Burleson and Hofstadter gave the values a-^  2.65f ? b=1.07f« . This
implies that the p-nucleons move in an oscillator potential, which is
considerably narrower than that for the s-nucle^ns. Elton (59?64) has
shown that the Li^ results can also be fitted using the modified oscil-
-(4.6)
2 / 2 •r /a
-(4.4)
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lator distribution (4.6) with a= 1.72f , b = 2.24f « The elastic scattering 
data for all other p-shell nuclei can be fitted with a'single length 
parameter (51?58,59) and the s-£roton parameter given by Elton is in good 
agreement with thb general trend of'these parameters,, as may be seen from 
table 4*
Table 4« Oscillator length parameters for p-shell nuclei (51?59)
Nucleus
4 6 12 14 16
He Li C N 0
Length parameter a 1.31 1.72 1.64 1.67 1.76 
(b)
When the two corrections for finite proton size and centre of mass 
motion are applied to the expression (4«7) using equation (3,28), the 
corrected form factor becomes (59)
Fel(cl)= 2 exp(-|qca^)^ 1 ( l--q^b2Jexp(-|-qcbp
2 2 2 
where a - 5 a -f a
0 6 p
v2 c v2 2 '
t = 5 1> +  a,
0 6 p
-(4.9)
-(4.10)
J
The corrected density distribution is obtained as the transform of 
(4.9) so that
3 if1
1^ exp I \ 1 f 1 /l. x 1 r^ ~b^  ) 1_ exp 1 ^
’  I,4 / * 3
c J c
2 v 2 / 3 2 bc c J
-(4.11)
c c c
It can be seen by comparison of equations (4 .7) and (4.9) that the two
terms F (q) and F (q) in the form factor are corrected by a factor 
s P
e x p  [ i q 2 ( a 2 - a ^ ) J  and exp f^q2(b2-b2)
2 2respectively, so that if a -a^
2 2
and b -b^ are positive the form factor will be increased when the
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corrections are applied.,, For Li, with. a~1.72f and b=2.24f we. have
a^-a^= 0„09f^ and b^-b^= 0 „45f^? so that the total correction to F will c c s
he small. The correction to the p-proton term is more important hut since
the magnitude of 2F is very much greater than 1_ F the overall effect
3 s 3 p
is small. We will subsequently use density distributions which are not
derived from oscillator wavefunctions so that it will not he possible to 
apply the correction for centre of mass motion? we will therefore* also 
neglect the finite size correction on the assumption that the two 
corrections would give approximate cancellation.
A modified oscillator distribution with b)a implies that the p~ 
proton moves in a shallower well than the s-protons? also, the increase 
in b leads to a more extended p-proton distribution and a larger r.m.s. 
radius for the, p- shell. These results are understandable because the p- 
proton in Li^ is so loosely bound. Now, the infinite oscillator potential 
is mathematically convenient as a shell model potential out the form of 
this potential at large distances is quite different from the shape we 
would expect for a physically reasonable nuclear potential. This differ­
ence should not have much effect on tightly bound states but will affect
loosely bound states high up in the well, i.e. it will be important in
6
the care of 3Li . We have therefore modified the infinite oscillator so
that V(r)-* 0 as In this way a potential can be found which has the
same parameters for both the s- and p-protons and which gives rise to a -
6
density distribution for Li that is in agreement with electron scattering 
results.
i-i-U-
The first step is simply to take a finite oscillator potential, 
V(r)= -V -)- -jEr2 r$ r
° -(4.12)
V(r) — 0 r > r ,' o
The well depth Vq must he adjusted so that the lp level is equal to -S j
where £■ = 4»5 MeV is the separation energy of the last proton. In the 
P
infinite oscillator poten. ial the well depth is given by
V * 5 S , -(4.13)
o 2" P '
hut v/hen the potential is cut off the lp level is perturbed hy an amount
T
V - 5 W-+-AE., t- S . -(4.14)
o 2 P
The energy shift AE^ may he estimated hy treating the absence of
potential for r > rQ as a perturbation on the infinite oscillator system
so that E is given hy 
1 / o£>
A S j *  -4TT M r 2 - r2) r2 dr -(4.15)
a 1 b/1 swhere is the oscillator function for a lp state given/(4.2). Initial
values for V and r were calculated from (4.13) and the relation 
o o  7
2
rQ— 2 V / Kf equations (4*15) and (4.14) were then used successively
until AE, 5 V were consistent.
1 o
The solutions of the radial wave equation for the finite oscillator 
potential with 1=1 are (see Appendix 2)
R11(r) rr ¥1 r exp/ r2 \ -^(c, 59 r2 ) 
a 2 a2' 2 a2
r 4 r -(A 2.?)
o
R 1_ exp (-kr) (it kr) 9 r > r
2 2 ° 
r
2
where k _ 2m S
- “2 P 
h
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c- -A  E1 / 2li6j , -(A 2.8)
The estimated values of A E ^9 Vq and rQ were further adjusted until the
logarithmic derivatives of these radial functions were equal at r = r  f
o
the final value of was found to he -0*94 MeV. For the calculation the
length parameter a was taken as l,70f. The density distribution ^p(r)
derived from these wavefunctions is negligible for r ) r Q, and for
it can be fitted very closely by an expression of the form 
, x 2 -r2/ b2
e P(r) ^  D r e -(4.16)
b ir l.?9 f 9 D- 0.0021 f~5 .
The results obtained with the finite oscillator potential show
that cutting off the potential at rQ has a small but significant effect.
Because the potential is finite we do obtain a slightly more extended p-
proton distribution which* from (4 .l6)>is equivalent to an oscillator
distribution with b = 1.79 f? also the constant 1) in equation (4.16) agrees
very closely with tne normalization constant for such an oscillator
. 53/2
distribution i.e. Dsr2/9b'IT . However* the difference between b and the
original length parameter a, and the resultant change in the p-proton
part of the form factor are not sufficient to give agreement with the
experimental values for Fep(q). (it is assumed that the effect on the s-
state and the change in F are negligible.) The reason for this is that
s
AE^ is negative°9 hence the energy levels are lower down in the potential 
well and the protons are more tightly bound. Evidently a finite potential 
produces these two opposing effects and we require to enhance the former. 
To do this we cot off the potential at some smaller value of r and add
A6
a function which goes smoothly to zero,
2
V(r)r - V + -gKr r < rN J o o
= -B e*~vr r > ro
This potential will he referred to as the smoothed finite oscillator 
potential. The parameters B,V are determined hy the requirement that V(r) 
and its derivative should he continuous at r^ which gives
v  ~  Kr / ( V  -  iKr2) 
* 0 0 0 (4 .18)
B*' (v q - iKro) exP Kr2 / ( V  -  iKr2 ) 0 ■© 0 •
-j
V is fixed hy the condition that E = -S and. as before, the calculation 
o 1 p 9 9
of the energy levels must he repeated until Vq and A e ^ are consistent. The 
fundamental quantities here are the oscillator length parameter a and the 
cut-off radius r^. All other quantities can he expressed in terms of these 
two through the relations
kus~ k2/jj a2 , K = ’t 2/jJa4 , 
and through the equations (4.14) and (4 *18).
The radial wave equation with this potential has an analytic 
solution only when 0. In order to obtain an accurate solution for JL~1 
and to cover a range of parameters the calculation was programmed for a 
computer. Pull details of the computation and of the analytic solution 
for L- 0 are given in Appendix 2. The 2s level is not hound in this poten­
tial as might he expected because a change in the potential beyond rQ can 
have little effect on states with zerS^angular momentum.
The experimental results of Burleson and Hofstadter (63) at 426 
MeV and of Streib (51) at 187 MeV have been compared with the calculated
(4.17)
U-l
ones for a range of values of r^ and three values of the length parameter
a. There is no fit at all far a- 1.79 a-1.70 f gives a reasonable
fit with ^-=2.8 ±0.2 f although the calculated F(q) is too small at large
q values^ and for a - l .64 f there is good agreement with ro=2.4-0.2 f .
Results for a=1.64 f are shown in detail in figure 2.
The total density distribution and the corresponding potential for
a -I.64 f. r -2.5 f are shown in figure 3* this density is negligable 
o
beyond about 4f as was also the case for the finite oscillator* although
the smoothed oscillator potential has a much longer tail. From figure 3
-3we obtain a central density p  of 0.023 ±0.002 f which* if it is\ max
assumed that protons and neutrons have the same distribution in Li^*
corresponds to a nuclear mass density A p of 0.14 ±.0.01 particles/ f . ^max
6
This distribution also gives an r.m.s. radius of 2.72 f for the Li 
nucleus and an r.m.s* radius of 3.53 f for the p-shell. These results 
for the r.m.s. radius and the central density are compared with previous 
results for Li^ in Table 5-
2
The total distribution r (p(r) and the p-proton component of this 
distribution are compared with the modified oscillator distributions of 
Elton and Hofstadter in figures 4 and 5» Results obtained, from the 
smoothed finite oscillator potential are compared in detail in Table 6 
with the results from the modified oscillator distribution given by 
Elton. It may be seen from these results and from figures 4 and 5 that . 
the two distributions are very similar.
b q.
A different form of smoothed potential has also/considered. This
Table 5« Comparison of results for Li
In tables 5 and 6 the oscillator distributions are uncorrected
Reference Type of distribution r.m.s.
radius (f) (part i cfes /f ^
&treib (65)
Burleson & Hofstadter (63) 
Elton (59,64) 
Meyer-Berkhout et al (51) 
This work
Modified exponential
Modified oscillator
Modified oscillator
Averaged result for 
several types
2.78 
2.82 
2.69 
2.70 - 0.15 
2.72 - 0.08
0.106 
0.142 
0.13 tO.01 
0.14 - 0.01
Table 6. Comparison of models giving extended p-shell distributions
Reference
p JL
<r >® 
u 6
p i
<r > 2 
s-shell
<r2> ® 
p-shell
A pI max
Elton (59?64) 2.69 2.10 3.57 0.142
This work 2.72 2.20 3.53 0.141
potential is proportional to an inverse power of r beyond rQ,
V(r)= -V d-ter2 o
(-V -b-^Kr2 ) (r / r)n r > r  o o o c
■(4.19)
The condition that the derivative of V is continuous at rQ yields the 
2relation r =2nV /(2+n)K« so that in this case we take n to be an integer 
o o '
and calculate the corresponding value of rQ . In figure 6 some results 
obtained with this potential are compared with results from the potential
(4.17). For the same values of rQ and a the potentials are very little
different and the resulting form factors are almost identical.
1-0
0-1
I) n, =2-30f
2)r;=2-5of
3)L = 2 7 5 f
O O I
2 r'2-<}(f )
FIGURE 2.
Elastic form factors calculated using the smoothed 
finite oscillator potential,' The length parameter 
a is 1 *64- f .
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Elastic form factors calculated using the smoothed 
finite oscillator potential with To = p*Cf. The crosses 
indicate results obtained from a different potential 
(see text, equation 4*19) with the same value of r .
Chapter 5° The total energy of the Li nucleus
In Chapter 4 we obtained shell model wavefunctions which give rise 
to a density distribution in agreement with the data on electron scatter-
i
ingo As the energy levels in the shell model potential were also ca'lcul- 
ted9 it is now possible to calculate the total energy of the nucleus. \
In the shell model it is assumed that each nucleon in the nucleus i 
moves in a potential which represents the averaged effect of all inter- 
actioms with the other nucleons. This leads to a total wavefunction 'x !
which is a product of individual wavefunctions ^ suitably anti-symmetrized: 
with respect to complete exchange of any two nucleons. The single particle i 
wavefunctions satisfy the Schrodinger equation
(T. + V.) <P± = E. ^  -(5-1) j
t h 1
where E^ represents the total energy of the i nucleon i.e, it corresponds!
to an energy level in the shell model potential., T^ is the kinetic energy j
"fc tloperator for the i particle and is a potential which depends only
"fc l i  -ion the coordinates of the i particle and represents the averaged effect j
of the two-body interactions. This is the equation we have solved using !|
the smoothed finite oscillator potential. Now, if we write |
A A A
E' = I  E. , H 1* E  ( t .  +• V. ) , f  -7T u>: '
then* from (5«l)9 we have i
h 'j = e 1 5  . -(5-2) |
Strictly, $  should he written as a linear combination of products A Uji j
to give the required anti-symmetrization but as we are considering ex- [
pectation values of single particle operators* no exchange terms can arise.
' ijA  itiiiV i i Ti’i iHii ifrir - —  ........
5"5
The expression denoted by H ’ is not the Hamiltonian of the system. 
The nuclear Hamiltonian is given by
H - - - I T + & T V  -(5.3)
— th.
where V. . is the sum of the interactions on the i particle due to all 
j 10
other particles assuming that these interactions act between pairs, and
under the assumptions already stated, JTV. . ~ V. * The factor jr arises
. j . 1
because the sum over both i and j includes each ij pair twice (66). The
expression (5*3) should cnntain an additional term of the form U. . as
9
in equation (l.l), which represents the residual interaction! if this 
can be neglected then the Hamiltonian H describes an independent particle 
motion. Finally, (5-3) becomes 
h  =  £ ( T i +  v . )  -  -ir£v.
and equation (5-2) is replaced by
z('ri+ q) - izqjj = 5 -(5.4)
where
Esm = ( J j l U i + v . )  -  i z v . j y )
Esm = E'-iv -(5-5) .
with E ’ - £ e , -(5.6)
and V - < 3 > | I V J S  > . -(5.7)
The expression (5*5) gives the total energy of the nucleus in the shell ■ 
model but we know that this includes the energy of motion of the centre 
of mass in a Is state (Appendix l). The latter may be eliminated if an - 
infinite oscillator potential and oscillator wavefunctions are used,since
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in this case the Hamiltonian and the total wavefunction can "be separated 
into functions of the relative coordinates and the centre of mass coor­
dinate. This separation is discussed in Appendix 1 and we quote the result 
for the internal energy of the system
Blnt _  Esrm - 3_ . -(A 1.7)
2
For the smoothed finite oscillator potential defined by equation
(4.17)? the expectation value -jg-V is giTren by
il \ x !VJ$> = I fp-JiTrj (-V ^ KrJ)lrr1eir /(-Be r Jr>
" o r0
since the states labelled by i=l,2,3,4 and by i=5?6 correspond to s states
with L- 0 and p states vhlth jL-1 respectively. The wavefunctions R^£(r) 
were computed in the elastic scattering calculation and so these integrals 
can be evaluated numerically. The energy levels E^ in this potential were 
also obtained from the numerical integration of equation (5*l). The 
energy of the centre of mass motioxi in this potential will not be exactly 
— "fe-co f however, in this potential the height of the Is level above the 
bottom of the well, Vq+ Eq, differs only slightly from the same quantity 
in an infinite oscillator potential with the same length parameter and 
since in the infinite well Eq, we take as the energy of the
centre of mass in the finite well the corresponding value of Vq+  Eq,
With the ixifinite potential the integrals may be evaluated analytically
and give 
4
r E i = 4(-Vo+  | W ) l - 2 ( - V o+ | W )
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•>§■? =  i[-6V0+ 4(f M +  2(f M ]
Esm= -3V +• 33 tito
4
Elni -3V + 27 W  .
° 4
Calculated values obtained using the smoothed finite oscillator
potential with r =■ 2.5f* a=1.64f and also using an infinite potential
with the same length parameter a are given In Table 7« The total energy
in the two oscillator potentials of the modified oscillator model has ' '
also been calculated. The depth V of the well in which the p-nucleons
op
move is fixed in the usual way using the separation energy of the least
bound proton (4.13) and the deptb of the s-proton well is given by
V = ~ lu) 20.0 os 2
where 20.0 MeV is the magnitude of the s-proton binding energy obtained 
from measurements on the Li (p,2p) reaction (44).
The positive contribution of the Coulomb energy of the nucleus 
due to the repulsion between the protons has so far been neglected.
This energy is given by (68a)
n - £  2
proton *-* pairs r . .
ifi
Classically, the electrostatic energy due to Z protons uniformly smeared
out over a sphere of radius R is
C - 3 Z(Z - l) e2 ~ 5»50 MeV .
5 R E
i /3
If R-1.2A f, then C= 2.3 MeV. This expression for the Coulomb energy 
is incorrect because, due to correlation effects, the protons will not
sa
Table 7 » Total energy calculations
All quantities are/units of MeV
Modified Oscillator 
a ~ 1 .7 2f b — 2 ,2 4f
Finite Oscillator 
a= 1.64f. r <L.64f
Infinite Oscillator 
a - 1 .64f
v0 V = 45.5 vos= 28.6
op
45.7 51-1
iiu> Iw * 1 7 .0C
hi/ - 9.85 
P
18.6 18.6
Es -20.0 -19.1
-23.2
E
P -4.5
-4.5 -4.5
r e. -89.O -85.4 ■, - 1 0 1 8
4-v -81.8 -79.0 -102.0
Esm -7.2 -6.4 0.2
Ein* cs -32.7 ^  -33.0 -23.0
< T > s 12.7 11.5 14.0 '
<T >
P
12.4 13.2 23.3
q
It is regretted that the published results for the smoothed finite 
oscillator (reference 6 7 , table 2 ) are incorrect.
be uniformly smeared out and the assumption of a sharply defined nuclear 
boundary is far from correct for this nucleus. Furxher, because we are 
here concerned not with single particle operators but with interactions 
between pairs* anti-symmetrization leads to additional terms; these ex­
change terms are of order Z and are therefore not negligible (68a). 
However, since the contribution to the total energy is small we take the
S9
classical result as giving a reasonable estimate of the Coulomb energy.
A further correction to the total energy arises from neglect of the re-
6
sidual two-body interactions. In Li, the interaction between the two p- 
nucleons is likely to be the most important contribution and it has been 
found (69) that this interaction adds about 5 MeV to the binding energy.
Yet another possible source of error in this total energy calcul­
ation is due to neglect of rearrangement energy. The depth Vq of the shell 
model potential is fixed by the requirement that the legist bound proton 
has a binding energy equal in magnitude to the separation energy (4.13)? 
(4.14) and this separation energy is calculated from the mass defect for 
the particular disintegration. However, if one nucleon is separated adia- 
batically from the nucleus, the remaining nucleons are left in a state 
which is not an equilibrium state of the system and they gain energy due 
to their rearrangement (66,70). Thus the well depth should be deeper by 
an amount equal to the rearrangement energy^ . Mittelstaedt (71) has 
shown that ^  is not a measurable quantity in the usual sense and can be 
determined only through the difference between an experimental and a model j 
dependent quantity. Consequently we might hope to estimate it by comparing !
the calculated values of E and E- with the results for the proton bind- !0 1 .
6 ' 
ing energies obtained from the Li (p,2p) reaction, but Garron et al„ (44-)
calculate that the interaction time in this reaction is about thirty
times shorter than the rearrangment time and so the rearrangement does
not contribute to their measured energy. Our calculated energies are in
6o
good, agreement with the experimental ones. Finally/it may he noted that 
a negligibly small value of -A for Li° would be compatible with the con­
clusions of Inglis (72) who has pointed out that a small value for the 
rearrangement energy corresponds to increased penetration of the particle
v;avefunction outside the potential.
The agreement between the calculated value of^v-36 MeV for the
total energy and the experimental result of -32.0 MeV must be regarded
witn some scepticism. We have completely ignored higher configurations
and have neglected the possible spin-orbit and tensor terms in the nuclear
Hamiltonian. Extensive calculations have been carried out (10,73) which
6
attempt to fit the Li binding energy assuming a two-nucleon interaction 
consistent with low energy two-nucleon.data. The results obtained depend 
quite critically on the parameters of the interaction and are generally 
of an unsatisfactory magnitude due to the inadequacy of the chosen trial 
wavefunctions. In addition, Lyons and Feingold have shown from their 
tensor force calculation (20) that there may be a large contribution 
^12 MeV to the binding energy from higher configurations.
Chapter 6. Elastic scattering predicted by a cluster model
The results obtained for Li^ on the basis of the shell model lead
to an r.m.s. radius for the s~shell of 2.If (Table 6, Chapter 4) which
is about 30$ greater than the r.m,s. radius of the alpha-particle. This
suggests that the alpha-core in Li^ is strongly affected by the presence
of the two p-nucleons. We now fit the elastic scattering data using a
6
cluster model for Li and compare the s-shell parameter so obtained with
the corresponding shell model parameter. We continue to assume that the
4 2configuration (is) (lp) is valid.
The following derivation of the elastic form factor for Li has
been given by Uberall (74) • If the experimentally observed form factor
is denoted by F (q)> and that corresponding to the distribution of
centres of mass of the protons by F(q), then these are related by 
2 2F (q) = exp(--Jq a ) F(q). P(q) is made up of two parts g l) a function
0 DS P
depending on the motion of a point proton in the p-shell relative to the
6 1 
Li centre of mass, which is denoted as before by F (q), 2) a function
b p
depending on the motion of point protons in the alpha-particle in motion 
6
about the Li centre of mass. The distribution in the alpha-core leads to
2 2 2the transform y  exp(-^q a^) and if the alpha-core is not distorted by the 
effect of the p-nucleons then a^ is related to the r.m.s. radius of the 
alpha-particle. We use the suffix 2 to denote length parameters corres­
ponding to this model. If the recoil function is denoted by F (q) the. 
complete expression for the form factor becomes
6>2
F(q)~ |  exp(^-Jq2a2 ) Fp(q) +  j  Fp (q) . -(6.1)
*» , »
Uherall deduces the following expression for F^q)
Fr(0=Fp(i<l) +• 2 Gp(-J<l) -(6-2)
v/here
F ( q )  — j J Ur) R2 (r) r2 dr ,
P J ° J 2 -(6.3)
G p ( q ) =  j 2 ( q p )  R x l ( r ) r  d r  ,
and Rp^(r) is the usual radial function for a p-nucleon, normalized by
the conditionoo 
,2 2r dr - 1 • -(6.3*)
This result may he verified as follows (69a). Let the coordinates of the
two p-nucleons relative to the centre of mass of the nucleus he r_« r_.
*  — 1 - 2
Then the position of their centre of mass r= i(r^-h-r^) and the coordinate
of the centre of the alpha-core is r ~-^(r^+r^,). The function F (q) de-
—"C — ± """v_ 3?
scrihes the recoil of the alpha-core so that it must he given hy
«n / \ / iq.r n  (r ) dr .
F (<l) - J e *c \ ”c — c
Now ^(r^) is the prohahility that the centre of mass of the <s^-core may
he found in unit volume at r , and this must he equal to the prohahility—c
^>(r) of finding the centre of the p-nucleon pair in a volume of 8 units 
at r, otherwise the origin (the centre of mass of Li^) will move. Hence 
e ( E >  8^(r). How, (p(r) depends in turn on the prohahility of the p- 
nucleons being at r^ and r^ respectively? these values of r^, r^ are not 
independent hut must he related in such a way as to preserve the value 
of r
<?(£.) - Jj <?(£.!>%) £ ( £ ] _ + ~ 2£.)
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Fr(q.)= 8 j e ” 2l^*~ (p(r) dr
^ 8J ] ] -2: (p^yrg) i C r ^  rg - 2r) d ^  dr_2 dr
= J|e“4l^*^~l+ ~2  ^ dr2 . -(6.4)
Thus the recoil function depends on the coordinates of "both the p-proton 
and the p-neutrons; it is the way these particles move together,, as a 
cluster,, that determines the recoil function.
The distribution of the p-nucleons is given by (p(r^9r2 ) -
_4r
0 (rl9r0) <$(rn9r0) where ’kke wavefunction for the p-nucleons.
)' JL  ^ ~L C- X ^
In LS coupling this wavefunction is given by equation (l.2l)f this choice 
of wavefunction amounts to neglecting the residual interaction between
the p-nucleons. The direction of momentum transfer q is taken as the z-
j_q 32*
axis so that e - - may be expanded in the usual way9 i.e.
e1,Z = X i "  (2n + l) Pn(cose) jn(ar) .
How, 0n(-z) = jjT/2(-z)]2 Jn+i.(-z)= i-1 (TT/2z )2 J ^ C - z )
and (75a), J i(-z)-i2(n+"2_) J i(z)
n+2 n+2
so that 3n(“z) ~ *
Hence the expansion required in equation (6.4) is
o-iia-Ei = I  (-1)H in (2n +  1) Pn (cos^1) . -(6.5)
When the expression (6,5)9 together with a similar expansion in r^s 6 ^  
is substituted into equation (6.4) and the integrations over d ^ 9 d ^  
are carried out9 the angular part reduces to
-Ksin2^  sin2#2 f 2cos2#1 cos2<?2) . ■
64-
This may be rewritten in terms of Legendre polynomials as 
•J-po(cos01) Po(cos02)-f 2 P2(cosS1) P2(cos$2)
The expression for the recoil function then separates as followss 
Fr ( 0 =  * i j  ^  (-i)n(2n+l) Pn(cos^1) P ^ c o s ^ )  j ^ q r - ^ R ^ r ^ s i n ^  r2 d ^
x f l  (-i)n (2n+l) Pn (cos^2 ) Po(cos02)jn(iqr2)R2(r2)sin 2^ d$2 r2 dr2
di^ i ri drpi  f ^  (~i)n(2ntl) Pn(cosS1) P ^ c o s ^ j ^ q r ^ R ^ r ^ s i n ^  
xj I (-i)n(2ntl) Pn (cos&2) P2(cos^2)on(fq.r2 )R2(r2)sin^2 d^2 r2 dr2.
Using the orthonormal properties of the Legendre polynomials the final 
expression for F^ becomes
* ^ ( 0 =  . R2^ )  r2 j Oo(i<iv2) R2(t2) r2 dr2
-1-2 |  E2 (r1) r2 J a2(iqr2 ) E2 (rg) r2 drg ^
which is in agreement with equations (6.2) and (6.3).
If R(r) is taken to be an oscillator function, F and G- become 
v 7 P P
Fp (q)~ (1 - |  q2b2)exp(-fq2b2) ,
Gp (l);= \  exp(-Jq2b2 ) ,
and^from (6.2), the recoil function is
F (q) = /1 - q bi4. q bx ) exp^.q b^ ) 
r V 48 3072 ' 32 /
and finally equation (6.1) becomes
4, 4
F(q)= | exp(-^q2a2 ) ft 2,2 4, 4 \ / 2,2 '( 1 “ 1 bz f  q b a ) exp/-q b x 
48 W 7  9 / V
• f -  j  ( 1  -
30 2 
2n 2
32
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If the finite size correction is now included we obtain the expression
(2)
for F , (q) for this model which will be denoted by F (q). obs '
(2) "in the derivation of F J by Uberall’s method the motion of the 
centre of mass of Li^ is treated exactly. This means that b2 is the length 
parameter of a wavefunction related to the centre of the mass but because 
oscillator wavefunctions have been used throughout it is permissible to
work in terms of shell model wavefunctions i.ec to replace b2 by b^ and,
1 5using (3.28), to introduce the correcting factor (l - ~  )- ^  into the
exponential part of the expression for F (q). It must be pointed out that
P
ft
centre of mass motion in the alpha- core was not considered by Uberall. 
Since the alpha-core was treated as a separate unit in the derivation o{
F ^  the correcting factor is (l - j   ^~ 4 * comPle'tely corrected form
(2) of F is
F ^ ( q ) ~  t  exp
r , 2/3 2 2 0TA 2,2 4,4 \ / 2 K ,2sl
- h  (t  a2+  a ) (1 - q b f + Q ^ )  exp/ q_ 5 b, )
L 4 d P JL -7$ 3072y  ^ 32 6 'J
1 I f . 1 1 2, 2 \ 2. 2/6 -,2 , 2\3 (1 - 5! bx) exp ~tq bx-f ap) -(6.6)
The corresponding shell model form factor will be denoted by F ^ ^  in 
is 3Ivea
this chapter and/by equation (4*9)
1 exp -Jq2(| aitap) +■ yU - |^ 2bi) exP -4q2(|bi+ a2) •
-(6.7)
We take for a^ and b^ the values 1.72f and 2.24f« If a^ is taken to be 
the same as a^ there considerable disagreement between F ^ ^  and F^2\  
consequently the magnitude of a2 has been varied until the magnitudes 
given by equations (6C6) and (6,7) were in agreement. This gave a value
11 \ (2 )
for a^ of 1.42f? the results for F  ^ and F are given in Table 8.
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Table 8. Comparison of the form factors and
2
Q.
(f-2)
F ^ ( q )  
a! = 1.72f,b1=2.24f
F ^ ( q )
a2 = a l
F (q)
1 a2 = 1.42f
1.0 0.342 0.282 0.342
1.5 0.218 0.159 0.214
2.0 0.137 0.093 0.140
2*5 , O.09I 0.05? 0.093
3.0 0.063 0.036 0.065
3,5 0.043 0.023 0.045
4.0 0.030 0.015 0.032
Table 9° R.m.s. radii
- / 2.-J- 
, <r >« .
(f)
p i
(r y 2 
<X~Cg  re
(f>
<*2> L
(f)
<r2>* , recoil
(f)
p JL
(f)
Neglecting the 
finite size 
correction
1.40 (74) 1.51 1.92 1.20 2.50
Including the 
correction
1.61 (54,76) 1.70 2.10 1.20 2 • 68
In the shell model approach the density distribution ^>(r) is given 
by the transform of F ^ \  which we have already obtained (equation 4*11).
The mean square^^of the s-shell and the p-shell are given by
<2>(1) = /(?j'r)r/*~dr B 3 2 c 2. 2 + < 2> _ (6_8)
s-shell jQCrOf^dr 2 c 4 1 proton 9
<r2> (l> - tee's) r*6r 4 * 2 +  t2 £  b2 +  ^
p-shell fo(r)r2dr 2 c 1 4  1 proton ,
2 2 ^
where a . b are defined by equation (4.10).
c c
2s (2 )The same expression for <fr,> . will he obtained from F } as
* p-shell
from F because, as a result of our treatment of b2> the two form factor
n
have the same form for the p-proton part. For the s-shel] radius, Uberall
uses the approximate expression
- < r 2> d- <r2> . . -(6.9)s-shell ^ -core recoil '
it
As Uberall points out, this expression is not strictly valid because we
are not dealing with simple gaussian distributions0 We assume at this
point that the expression (6.9) ik approximately valid and will show sub-
2 —
sequently that it is a good approximation. The term^r '^ 2 is thecors
radius of the s-nucleons relative to the centre of mass of theoC-core and
by comparison with (6.8) is given by 1
^ - o o r e *  l(f a2 )+ p r o t o n  *
The mean square radius of the recoil is obtained in a similar way to the
recoil function F . Since r = --gr we haver —c —t r
^ e c o i f  8iii ^ 1 P £ . 2 - 2^  42.1 — 2 42.
= ~2)2 <? (£1’S2 ) — 2
The recoil distance is determined by the motion 6f point centres of mass, 
hence neither '^(£^,rg) nor the resulting radius for the p-shell should 
contain any finite size correction. The correction for centre of mass 
motion must be present bacause we wish to express the r.m.s. radius in 
terms of b^ not b^ .. Finally, from equation (6.9), the s-shell radius is 
given by
/ 2S (2) - 9 2 ^  9 .2 . 2, ,,<r > 7 - q- a0 ~  b.. -f- <r > , . -(6,11)s-shell o 2 32 1 proton ' 7
When the values of a^, a^? b^ given in Table 8 are substituted in
equations (6.8) anu (6.1l) the magnitudes obtained,
< t2> ^ 11 - = 3.68f2 f- Cr2>s-shell proton
^2} .. = 3.69f2 + < r 2,> ,^s-shell proton y
are in good agreement. This justifies the use of the approximate formula 
(6.9).
In view of the model for Li^ from which the form factor F^2  ^was
derived, it is reasonable to interpret the difference between the value 
2 ~obtained for {x >2 and the experimental result for the r.m.s. radius of or-core
2 6 the alpha-particle <r > 2 as the change in the alpha-core radius in Li
due to the distorting effect of the p-nucleons. The remaining difference 
2 2between Kx > , and <Cx ) represents the effect of recoil of the s-shell ,^-core
centres of mass of the two clusters. The results are given in Table 9»
From these results we can draw the following conclusions. When the 
s-nucleons in Li^ are considered to form a well-defined alpha-particle the 
r.m.s. radius obtained for this alpha-core is only slightly larger than 
the r.m.s. radius of a free alpha-particle. This indicates that there is 
apparently little distortion of the alpha-core due to the presence of the 
p-nucleons. However, the shell model calculation gives the same values for 
the r.m.s. radii of the s-shell and the whole nucleus (Table 6). Thus we 
see that elastic electron scattering can be fitted either by using a 
cluster model with an s-proton parameter whose magnitude is very close to
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that appropriate to the alpha-particle or by using the shell model and 
an s-proton parameter which is in agreement with the general trend for 
p-shell nuclei. Elastic electron scattering data will clearly not serve 
to distinguish between the two models.
Chapter 7» Elastic scattering from a non*-symmetric charge distribution
■ 6
The simple LS coupled wavefunction for the ground state of Li 
leads, as we have seen, to a spherically symmetric charge distribution 
so that it is necessary to consider intermediate coupling in order* to 
account for the quadrupole moment. In intermediate coupling the wave­
function for the p-nucleons may be written as (see Chapter l)
= c1/'M (3S..)+ o2 ^ M (1P1) + o3 ^ M (3D1) . -(7.3)
The p-proton part of the form factor now depends on the initial
and final quantum numbers so that, from (3.16) and (4 .8),
1 _.MM! t \ f MM1 / \ iq.r ,3 F (q)= p p (r) e - - dr
= r i £ (2i+l )f (3 ™  (r) P^(oosS) (qr) dr -(7.2)
and, using equation (3.15)? p is given by
e r . (- )= - 2! r=rx ” (7‘3>
where TjfT2 are ■^*ie coor<iina‘*:;es P-nucleons. From the selection
rules for electron scattering (3.20), (3.21) we have that
_ (r.4 )
r o ^ M (3S1J )^ M (3S1)+ o1c3 !//M (3S1)*I/'M (3D1)+- o1o3 ^ M (3B1) V M (3s1 
+  ' l ' ^   ^ 1^ 3 ^   ^ l'V' ( . -U-5)
1 ^ 3
Cross terms of the form ^ ( P^)^( s^) vanish due to the orthogonality of 
the spin functions.
It is convenient to define a function ?  such that
- /2ir
I -(7.6) _
o
and substituting from equations (7*3) and (7*5) in (7.6) we find the
Following’ expressions for 
- 1
4 ±1(r,*) - f i E^tr) p0(°osS) + i N p2(cos0)
|  J t,0) - Ei i ( r ) Fo(oosS) - -N B ^ r )  P2 (c o s 0 )
-(7.7)
—  O ' ' ' J> j_~ JLi' ' o
where the quantity IT is defined as 
- (iN
si 2 7 2 2 v
c2 " 20 c3 °1°3 -(7.8)
The expression (7.2) for F^ becomes
J Fp(^) s jr i^(2J2t'l)| i M (r^) P£ (cos$) jg(qr) r2 dr sin# d<z$
“   r* if
and substituting for .4 irom equation (7-7) we have
Y F°(q) = I (q) i  2 H  0(q)3 p 7 pov 7 p2 7
T F"1(q) — I (q) - I  I ,.(q) 3 p v 7 po 7 p2x 7
-(7.9)
where
Ipo(0 =  j J o ^i(r) jQ(v) r2 dp 
V O *  j [  j2(4r} r2 dr .
Similarly* the s-proton term in the form factor is given by
! ps(q) = Iso(q) = |  j  B^0 (r) 0Q(qr) r2 dr
(7.10)
-(7.11)
The two integrals IgQ and I represent electric monopole scattering from 
the spherically symmetric part of the density distribution exactly as
before, i.e. I -hi = F while the new term I represents electricso po el 9 -p2
quadrupole scattering from the non-symmetric part of the distribution
which arises from the additional terms in the wavefunction (7.1).
The complete form factor for elastic scattering is given by (cf.
equation 3.23 )
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and substituting from equations (7°9) and (7»ll) this "becomes
+  lPo M 2 +  21,2 -(7.12)
If R-^ and R  ^are taken to be oscillator functions with length parameters 
a and b respectivelys the integrals I have the form 
1 so ^ d) = J exp(--|q2a2 )
Ip o ) =  j(l “ |d2l>2) exp(-|q2b2) j- -(7-13)
^ ( d )  = -j(|d2l>2 ) exp(-td2b2 )
The elastic form factor may also be obtained in terms of the quad­
rupole moment» Q can be expressed in the form
Q *=■ 3 i | j§^(r,i?) 2r2 P2(cos$) sin# dO /  dr 
-x> ■'o
using equations (1.6), (l-7)» (7*3) and (7.6). Prom the result (7*7) we
find that oo
~  B I B2 (r) dr
5 I n
2 2 
~  N < r > 7 o n5 p-shell (7.14)
and, from (J.8),
Q =  |( *c2 - J- c2 - J 01O3) <r2>_shen
in agreement with the previous result (l.l6). For an oscillator function
5 2 2the mean square radius of the p-shell is equal to ~b so that N~Q/b~ and
the second term of equation (7»12) becomes 
I?. N I (q)~/2 q^b2 exp(-^q2bt')
p2 -(7-15)3b
The density distribution is given by equation ($A%) with tire symmetric 
part still normalized to unity so that
(p+1(r^) - <po(r)t- (p2(r) P2(cos£) 
where is given by equation (4-6) and (D ^  by
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P 2(r) -■* (2N/9"D5TT/a) r2 e“r ^  =■ (2Q/9B7 TT^) r2 e~r ^  
in which we have again taken to be an oscillator function,, Alternat­
ively, the density distribution can be written in the form
. Q(?) +  <0 2(r) Y°(#,^) - -(7 .16)
in which case P  is given by
2 2
(?2(r)= j (4Q/3b7TT/5) r2 e“r ^  . -(7-17)
Equations (7.15) and (7.17) are in agreement with the expressions given 
by Meyer-Berkhout et al (reference 51? equation? 35 and 34) who assume a 
distribution of the form (7.16).
In order to estimate the magnitude uf the quadrupole term we re­
write equation (7.12) in the form
F4 l l 2 -  iPe l i 2 [ X + 2 -< 7 -18)
’ F \  ~  F , -t-N2 I2 / F -(7.19)• * el el p2 el * v "
i!
The coupling parameters given by Uberall (74) ace
c1 rr.0.988 - C g -  0.147 -c3 =0.055
and these give a value for N of -070378. However, these parameters wero
obtained using Uberall’s result for the r.m.s. radius of the p-shell of
4.If which is somewhat larger than the result obtained in Chapter 4* We
have therefore adjusted h using equation (7.14) and keeping the quadrupole
26 2moment fixed at -0.2 3 x 10~ cm . This value for Q is almost certainly a 
considerable overestimate (see equation 1*9) but, even so, we find that 
the contribution to elastic scattering from quadrupole scattering is ex­
tremely small. For the oscillator parameters a-1.72f, b=2.24f the second
—5term in equation (7 *19) is of order 10 , and for a-b»1.72f it is of order
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lCf4 . It follows from these results, and of course from the magnitudes of
6 3
Cg and Cy that the ground state of Li is almost a pure state.
Since the choice of 33 coupled wavefunctions gives rise to a quad­
rupole moment (1 .8 ) it-will also give rise to a quadrupole term in the 
form factor. We again determine the function ^(r,$) and find that in 
33 coupling
<Ltl(r,0) =  jji RjX(r) Po(oosS)-f- ^ R^Cr) P2(cos0)]
l o(r,0) =  R^Cr) Po(cosS) - |  R ^ r )  P2(cos6)] .
Hence by comparison with equation (7*7) w«f have
N..= | -(7-20)
oo 5
and substituting this value of 11 in (7 .1®)? the form factor is given by
F 1 «  F 
el el
X
1 + 8  F 2/25 Pg! I ^ -(7.21)p2'
Calculations for the 33 coupling case show that with the length parameters
-3a*rl.72f? b — 2.24f the quadrupole term is of order 10 . However, when
the parameters are taken to be a=rb-1.72f we find that the quadrupole
term is of considerable importance,as may be seen from figure 7*
By comparison with equation (1.8) it can be seen that the quadru-
pole moment in 33 coupling is given by equation (7«14) with IT ~ y  With
—26 2
b = l,72f this gives a value for Q of 1.18 x 10 cm and figure 7 shows 
how, with this large value for Q, the quadrupole scattering fills in the 
diffraction minimum in exactly the same way as the monopole scattering 
from a more diffuse distribution. This is due to the well-known result 
(59) that because electron scattering yields information about the density
I o
10
2)a=l72f b=2-24 f
0=0
6-04020O 2 .i--*
FIGURE ?.
The behaviour of the elastic form factor near the 
diffraction minimum. Curve 1 is obtained using the 
large quadrupole moment given by jj coupling.
Curves 2 and 3 correspond to spherically symmetric 
distributions.
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distribution averaged over all directions,, the deformed distribution of 
a nucleus with a large quadrupole moment gives the same scattering as a
spherically symmetric distribution with a large surface region*
5 moment
Because Li has such a small quadrupole/and the charge distribution
is nearly spherically symmetric the elastic quadrupole scattering is
negligible, -ihis means that the filling in of the diffraction minimum
can be'due only to the more extended distribution of the p-protor.
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Chapter 8. Inelastic scattering
We now consider the inelastic scattering from the first excited 
state of IdA. The inelastic form factor is given by equation (3.25) and if 
we take the z-axis in the direction of q and expand the exponential this 
becomes
* (2£ + l )J  P^ c o s6) j^(qr) £ ™ ( r )  dr -(8.1)
where p. ^  is the transition density defined by equation (3.15)* For. LS 
\ if
coupled' wavefunctions the selection rules. .(3-120), (3.21) yield 
A  2 , M* - Mt 9 M* - M
L  Jj
t
Because M *0, only that part of the final wavefunction which has M ^ O  
Jj L
enters into the matrix element.
In the construction of the excited state wavefunction it was assum­
ed that only the p-nucleons are involved in the excitation. This means 
that only the term in p.. in which r. corresponds to the p-proton coordin- ^II " 1
ates is non-zero§ in this case the integral over the other coordinates 
gives unity owing to normalization and the resulting expression for 
depends on the individual wavefunction of the p-proton. On substituting 
the expressions (l.22)9(l.25) for the wavefunctions into (3.15) we have
z ^ g j f )  Hn ( r) Pg(°°sS) ] ^  ^
l y g #  * 2 ^  > I '  ‘
and9 from (8.1) the corresponding form factors are
nil/ \ 1 f2 2 / \ . t \ 2
FIn(<l) ~ Z M 6 i KU (r) j2 (qr) r dr
Fi n ^  = zlyo 6 } El l ^  r dr
-(8.3)
If R is taken to be an oscillator function* normalized through the
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condition (6,3’), then the integral becomes
6 | 02(<lr) r2 dr = exp(-^q2b2)
o
and the inelastic form factor is given by
-(3.24)
-(8.4)
=  5ZvT q4t|4 eiq> ) -(8.5)
The result (8.4) is due to Cazzola and Foglia (77) and? as it is derived 
from oscillator functions, it can be corrected for centre of mass motion 
and finite proton size in exactly the same way as the elastic form factor. 
From equation (3.28) we have
In the elastic scattering calculation the radial functions fci* the 
smoothed finite oscillator potential were obtained numerically. In this 
case the inelastic form factor becomes
where the radial integral must now be evaluated numerically. Results ob­
tained from equations (8.5)9(8.6) and (8.7) ®re shown in figure 8. At 
large q values there are considerable differences between the form factors 
calculated from the wavefunctions in the smoothed oscillator potential and 
with the modified oscillator distributions of Elton and Hofstadter. It can 
be seen from equations (8.3) or (8.7) that F^ is proportional to
and it appears from figure 5? in which we have plotted the distributions
-(8.6)
-(8.7)
j2(qr) r2 £>p(r) dr
7?
-2
-2. 3 42O
FIGURE 8.
Form factors for inelastic scattering. The symbols 
c,d,e apply as in fig.4 and capital letters are used 
to indicate results corrected for finite size and 
centre of mass motion.
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r:,<T(r) and the spherical Bessel function j(qr), that the effect of the 
P *-
Bessel function is such that a small difference in the positions of the 
maxima in the density distributions will greatly affect the negative con­
tribution to the integral. Since the elastic form factor depends on the
total charge density and the p-proton contributes only •=• of this9 it will
not be very sensitive to these small changes in the p-proton distribution 
whereas the inelastic form factor is clearly very much affected,
the
The inelastic form factor has also been obtained using/jj coupled 
wavefunctions (1.29)*and■(1L30). form factors (8.l).afe evaluated 
exactly as before which gives
F? = m
1 I
Z 10 c
+ 1 1 1
F. =m Z 5/6
;F . ' 1 ^  . '
1 1
inio;j 3 Z‘
-i 2,2
; -(8.8)
2,2 f ± 2,2s
q b exp(-fq b ) J
q4b4 exp(-^q2b2) . -(8.9)
Hence by comparison with equation (8.4) we have that the ratio of the in­
elastic form factor obtained using jj coupling to that obtained using LS
coupling is independent of momentum transfer and is given by
2 / 12 7/300 _ _3
in!LS ~ 7/90 " 10Finlj0 / ~ t t r  --777 -(8.10)
There are at present only three published experimental results for 
inelastic electron scattering from the 2.18 MeV level of Li 9 each of 
which gives the ratio of the inelastic to the elastic cross-section at a 
particular energy and scattering angle. Details of these measurements are 
given in Table 10. From equation (3.11) it follows that9 provided the.ex­
citation energy is small compared with the bombarding energy and the angle
nTable 10. Experimental results for inelastic scattering
Reference E(MeV) 9 (lab) 1(f-1) , d>r. / d<r m  el
(51) 426
oO
1.47 0.6 ± 25$
(78) 40 132° 0.36 (2.9xlO~3)
+ 100$ 
- 50$
(78) 40
OoVO 
1—1 0.39 (2.6xKf3)
4-100$
-50$
Table 11. The ratio of the inelastic io the elastic cross-section
Figures in brackets are corrected values from equation (S.6)
q.
2 / JZ F / F% m  ' el
Modified Oscillator
b=rl.07 f b =2.24 f
Finite Oscillator 
a-1.64 f r = 2.5f0
1.47 0.34 (0.27) 0.10 (0.16) 0.15
0.39 0.13 x 10~3 1.80 x 10~3 1.41 x 10~3
0.36 0.09 x K f 3 1.34 x 10~3 0.88 x 10~3
1
0 is not near 0° or 180°, the ratio cf the inelastic and elastic cross- 
sections is given by (52)
<3&in / ^ e l ~ -  lFi /  / K l ! 2 • -(8.11)
The calculated ratios of the form factors are given in Table 1 L  We con­
sider only the theoretical values obtained for LS coupling.
The agreement between experiment and the calculated values obtained I 
from the models which give rise to a more extended p-proton distribution 
is quite satisfactory for the results at small q values. However, none of t 
the distributions lead to agreement with the experimental point at q^ =
1.47f "S in fact at this point the theoretical and experimental results
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disagree by a factor of 2 or 3. Now, when equation (8,5) is differentiated
with respect to q, the condition for a maximum is found to be qb-2 and
1 1 2 —4this gives a maximum value for | of 62*5x10 which/independent of
q and b. In other words, if b is decreased the position of the max­
imum is moved to a larger value of q but the magnitude is not changed.
Even if the inelastic form factor had its maximum value at q=1.47f*~\ the
ratio If. I2/|f , 12 would only be 0.41 which is outside the error on the 
' m *  ' e l 1
experimental point, so that the discrepancy between theory and experiment 
can not be eliminated by a simple change of parameter. It can be seen from 
the ratio (8.10) of the inelastic fo.n factors that the choice of jj 
coupled wavefunctions would lead to an even larger discrepancy! this is 
further evidence that jj coupling does not give a good description of 
the Li^ nucleus.
There are two possible reasons for this discrepancy. Firstly, there 
could be a contribution from spin-flip scattering due to the nuclear 
current and magnetization densities. This topic is discussed in Chapter 
9? but even if there were some contribution from spin-flip scattering it 
seems unlikely that the effect could increase the cross-section by a 
factor nearly as large as 2 or 3 in this region of momentum transfer.
The second, and much more likely, explanation of the discepancy is that 
simple LS coupled wavefunctions do not give a good description of the 
nucleus, particularly in the excited state. In order to test this point 
we have derived the inelastic form factor again using intermediate 
coupling.
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In intermediate coupling the wavefunction for the ground state is 
given by equations (1.13) or (7.1). It can be seen ir. advance that the 
use of this wavefunction is not likely to lead to a significant improve­
ment in the inelastic form factor. When it was used in the elastic scat­
tering calculation the additional term which appeared in the form factor 
(7»l8) was negligibly small? also, we have restricted the possible terms 
in both the ground and excited state wavefunctionsto those that can be 
constructed from the lowest shell model configuration which means that 
there is only one possible way of writing the wavefunction of the ex­
cited state, namely
.  ^ M (3D3) .
This approach, therefore, does not improve the description of the excited
state. The expressions obtained for the form factor are 
0 / , l,/3 e, ,/3 c,i q2t>2 , a 2.2,.
in = 2 JlO ' I z  T0} 1 "  eXp(^ q b }
±1, , 1/ c . o,vq2lD2 i ! 2 2, -(8.13)
|Pinf = I z  90 + -k°‘ Cj) ^  exP(--5q2b2) — (»-14)
For c^=l, cy*0, this result agrees with equation (8.4). If we substitute
M
into the bracket the values of the coupling parameters given by Uberall
(74)? c^=0 .988, c^~0.055? we find
2 , 1 2 , 1  _1 c ,n-4
0, +20 °3 /5 0,Cj - 1 + 5  X 10 •
Hence the correction is of the same order of magnitude as tbat obtained
in the elastic scattering calculation and is again negligble. If the
magnitude of c^ is increased the form factor is decreased? for example,
if we take the parameters given by Pinkston and Brennan(17), Cj=0.95j
84-
cy^O.lO, then the quantity in the brackets has the value O.89.
It might he expected that the excited state wavefunction could he 
improved hy the inclusion of terms representing the excitation of one or 
hoth nucleons out of the p—shell. Before considering this point? we re­
view the results of calculations on inelastic electron scattering from 
other p-shell nuclei.
Morpurgo (52) has examined inelastic scattering from the first ex- 
12 +cited state of C"1" ~ the 2 level at 4<*43 MeV ahove the ground state -
and found that the experimental values exceeded the calculated ones hy 
factors of 2.5 and 6 for LS coupled and jj coupled wavefunctions respect­
ively. Tassie (49) considered the same level and also the 0* level at 
127.68 MeV in C in intermediate coupling using the method of fractional
parentage^ he found that it was possible to fit the scattering from the
0*" level hut not the other. A similar calculation has been carried out
9
on inelastic scattering from the first excited state of Be hy Pandya
and Waghmare (79) who.obtained good agreement with experiment. A further
+• -4- 12 calculation on the excitation of the 2 and 0 levels of C has been
carried out hy Ferrell and Visscher (80) who considered some collective 
excitation! they found that it was possible to fit the experimental re­
sults using a mixture of LS coupled shell model and collective wave­
functions in any proportion between 10$ and 90$ of the collective mode.
12 4The-7.68 MeV level in C and the corresponding excited 0 level at
6.06 MeV in 0"^ have also been considered by Schiff (8l) whose calculat­
ions using an alpha-particle model yielded results which were from 3 to
ss
to 5 times greater than the experimental ones. Schiff also considered the
12
scattering from the C level using jj coupling and including two-nucleon 
interactions so that two-nucleon excitation was possiblejbut the result 
obtained was still about one-sixth of the experimental value.
Certain other calculations are also of interest at this point. It 
is well-known (6912) that for nuclei near closed shells it is useful to 
consider weak coupling between the surface and the outer nucleons. The 
weak-coupling effect is essentially a method of introducing mixing of 
individual particle states and the assumption of coupling between the 
core oscillations and the extra-core nucleons is equivalent to a shell 
model approach in which interactions with excited states of the core are 
considered (12). This is a perturkkfto^p^fjE^cV’'on the energy level spec­
trum but considerably enhances E 2 transitions (82583). For example.,
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Barker (84) has shown that the E 2 transition: rate in F is enhanced by 
a factor of 5 although the changes in the level positions and the mag­
netic moment are negligible.
Kurath and Pieman (85) have shown that the intermediate coupled 
wavefunctions of lp shell nuclei can be generated from the states of in­
dependent particles subject to a spheroidal field and a spin-orbit inter­
action. Kurath (86) has used this method to estimate the admixture of
A ^
certain higher configurations into a (is) (lp) configuration - such as 
the admixture of Id into a Is orbital and of 2p and If into a lp orbital 
- and has shown that even very small amounts of these excited config-:
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urations produce enhancement hy a factor of 2 in the radiative transition 
12in C from the 4*43 MeV level to the ground state. The same method ^as 
"been applied hy Pinkston and Satchler (87) to inelastic nucleon scatter­
ing from the same level to show that there can he a sizeable collective 
enhancement in inelastic scattering and that contributions from the ex­
citation of the s-nucleonc should not he neglected. However* this result 
holds only at small angles and if the magnitude of the momentum transfer 
q is such that the Bessel function ^(qr) changes sign at some value of 
r which is considerably less than the nuclear dimensions then the en­
hancement tends to he cancelled out •
All these results indicate chat in calculations on radiative 
transitions from the excited states of light nuclei or excitation of 
these states^higher configurations must he taken into account hy come 
means. The effect of higher configurations in inelastic electron scatt­
ering from Li^ is under investigation (69b) and the results may decide
6
the validity of the shell model for Li .
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Chapter 9°Spin-flip scattering due to the nuclear current and 
magnetization densities 
The expressions (3.12) and (3.13) represent the contribution to 
elastic or inelastic scattering due to the nuclear current and magnetiz­
ation densities. This scattering differs from the scattering due to the 
nuclear charge density in that it causes a reversal of the spin direction 
of the scattered electron (spin-flip ) and a corresponding change in the 
nuclear magnetic quantum number of ~ 1. Several estimates have been made 
of the importance of the spin-flip contribution to the scattering (49j51fl 
88)? and it has generally been concluded that the contribution is small. 
leyer-Berkhout et al (5^) estimate that the ratio of magnetic scattering 
to charge scattering at a fixed momentum transfer is roughly proportional
to (F.,(q);^/ Z^jp(q)|^ where jJ is the magnetic moment and F is the
6 /^ 2/Z2
fofm factor for magnetic scattering. For Li the'ratio^is 0.075 so that 
if the form factors are of the same order of magnitude then the contri­
bution from magnetic scattering is negligible The magnetic scattering 
might possibly be noticeable in the region of a diffraction minimum for 
charge scattering.
Tassie (49) h-as shown how a sizeable contribution t$ the scatter­
ing from the nuclear current and magnetization densities can be detected. 
It can be seen from equations (3.1l)9(3.12) and ($.13) that the follow­
ing quantities are functions of momentum transfer only9
tan^— ^AeT ^
u-* o 9
1  •+- 0 _ L I i  g r p  U.J*- Z. 1
sin^ -g-fi /
If sin4-$Vd^;±l
so that the cross-sections for spin-flip and no- spin-flip scattering 
show different angular dependence. Assuming that hoth types of scat­
tering are present in a given transition, the experimental cross-section 
may be expressed as
(§£_\ ** a ,d£\ , -(9-1)
Mll'exp d5l 'A M-11
- a1 f(q) cot2#- -f a2 g(q) cosec2-# (l* sin2# )  -(9*2)
where a^a^ are constants and f(q)9g(q) are matrix elements which de­
pend only on the momentum transfer q and the properties of the nuclear 
states involved in the transition! the scattering angle is related to q 
and to the incident energy E. Hence if several sets of results are 
available for different energies but covering approximately the same 
range of momentum transfer9and these are plotted on a graph of
tan -# (dtf/dil) against q9 then if the points lie on a single curve 
@ xp
it may be concluded that the scattering is almost entirely due to the 
nuclear charge density.
2We have plotted in figure 9 the functions tan -jr (d<r/dil)exp
P p ___-}
(curve a) and sin # ( l + s i n  # ) ~  (curve against q for the
Li^ elastic scattering data of Streib at 187 MeV (51) and of Burleson 
and Hofstadter at 426 MeV (63). These results do not cover the same 
range of q but it is clear from curve a that the points do lie on a 
single smooth curve and it may be concluded that there is no evidence 
for any significant contribution from spin-flip scattering. We have9in 
fac$? already anticipated this result. For if the second term in
8?
equation (9*2) is negligible,, then from equation (3.11), the curve a
curvo justifies figure 2 in which a single line was drawn through the 
experimental values for the form factor obtained from both sets- of data. 
r$e do not expect the points in curve b to lie on a single line because • 
there, is no possibility that the scattering could consist entirely of 
spin-flip scattering^ this graph simply illustrates the separation of 
the different sets of data due to the presence of the functions-df scat­
tering angle.
There are at present only three experimental points for inelastic 
scattering (Table 10) and consequently it is not possible to use the 
graphical method to obtain any information about the spin-flip contri­
bution. This is unfortunate because in the elastic case the scattering 
from the charge density is due to a monopole interaction whereas any
spin-flip scattering must come in through a higher multipole interaction.
6
Inelastic scattering to the first excited state of Li involves a quad­
rupole transition so that both no-spin-flip and spin-flip scattering 
could arise from the lowest allowed multipole term.. It is possible, 
therefore, that spin-flip scattering might make a noticeable contribut­
ion to inelastic scattering but no calculations have been performed 
to check this.
12 2 / q against q„ The
2result that do lie on the sameresult that
90
IO
(a)
A M =0
$ 187 MeV
I 426 MeV
0-50-5
q<r')
FIGURE 9
Separation of the spin - flip and no - spin-flip 
contributions to elastic scattering. The ordinates 
are in units of lCT^cmVster.
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Chapter 10, Introduction
It has been observed that at high and intermediate energies 
inelastic nucleon scattering leading to the excitation of low-lying 
nuclear states shows characteristic features very different from those 
predicted by compound nucleus theory (89). For example, the differential 
cross-sections for such processes as (pfp ’)» ( ^ a 1), (n,p) (d,p) are
consistent with the direct interaction theory in which it is assumed that 
a compound nucleus is not formed but instead the incident nucleon interacts 
with only a few of the target nucleons (90,91)• Also, it is now well 
known that when the incident nucleon has energy which is large compared 
with the binding energy of the target nucleons, and wavelength comparable 
with the nuclear dimensions, then the interaction with the nucleus -can 
be described in terns of the sum of individual interactions with each 
target nucleon (92,93,94).
We now give a brief account of the many-body scattering formalism 
of Watson (93) with the principal intention of obtaining the matrix element 
for inelastic scattering to a definite final state and taking note of the 
approximations involved. The Hamiltonian for the scattering problem is 
H = Hq + V . . - ( 1 0 . 1 )
V is the interaction between the incident nucleon and the H target 
nucleons, and Hq is the unperturbed Hamiltonian for the whole system 
of N + 1 particles so that H = H + T  where H is the Hamiltonian
0 «  0  . H . .
nfor the target nucleus and Tq is the kinetic energy operator for the 
incident nucleon, (Throughout Part III we use N to denote the total 
number of nucleons in the nucleus because the symbol A has an established 
meaning in connection with the t-matrix), We let 5  be the unperturbed 
eigenfunction of and E be the total energy so that
H §  . = E §  , §■ = J   e 1 U/ (r , -,t ) -(10.2!
0 1  i t  J2TTpk 1 ^
where 2?, r . are the positions of the incident nucleon and the target
J
nucleon
We require the solution of the equation
(E - hq)j^ . = V f  - (10,3)
or in the form of an integral equation
• + 1 - ( 1 0 . 4 )
1 E-H +i£ .0
where represents the initial state corresponding to the ground
state of the nucleus plus an incident plane wave. The expression (10.4)
is formally equivalent to the familiar result (46d)
t- , / ■#- 2. i f ik; I r-r U
if/ A - x  . - (y / ^  /T H / I e_______  V(r>*) ) dr1
1 J lz-z'l
and contains the condition that the asymptotic behaviour of the wavefunction 
for the scattered nucleon is that of a plane wave plus an outgoing 
spherical wave (95a), This form of the boundary condition is indicated 
symbolically by the + sign on the function &  in equation (10.4K The 
formal solution of equation (10.4) is given by (95a)
lp + = $  . + 1 V $ . - (10.5)/ 1   J— ~  i ♦
1 E-H+i£
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We now assume that the interaction V may he split into two parts,
U + V' , in such a way that 
N
i) it = I IT; , where \T is the direct interaction between the
j=1 '
projectile and the target nucleon j, i.e. it connects the states of the 
target nucleus,
ii) U gives the distorting interaction between the projectile and the 
nucleus before and after the direct interaction,
iii) the scattering problem for the Hamiltonian + U can be solved.
Let this solution be Q where by comparison with (10.4-) we have
q  ±  = I  . + 1 V n -  - (10.6)
E-H +if
o— /
The function has as its asymptotic form a plane wave state together
with an incoming spherical wave (95a,96a),
The transition matrix for the complete process is given by
(94,96b).
Tif = -(2JT)2H ^ ~2 Mif " (10‘7)
Mif = , Ei = Ef = E, -(10.8)
= < l f | U +V'(fi+ > -(10.9)
where jJ is the appropriate reduced mass. In these equations we have
specified the initial state i and replaced the total scattered wave ^ 
by the wave ^  ; this means that we consider two channels only and allow 
the final state f to be fed only from the initial state i (91,97)*- The 
Miller wave matrix Si is defined as so that the expression
(10,7) becomes
%Hif = | VJJj I  >  5 <2  f ! T j
which defines the operator T (98), Hence, operating on (10,4) with V 
yields an integral equation for T,
T = V + V 1 T - (10.10)
E-H +i£ o
Equation (10.6) may he written in the form
-• - ss
O
and when this is substituted into the matri;: element (10.9, becomes 
(95b)
M i *  =  - <  _ J — A ) q ~ \ 0  + v\  </{*>
■ * ‘
= <ru  iu t ^  v i )  - iu  j j— 7 (u
L ~ LiQt it
-{Qf j jrom (lO if)
= <q"iu| I ; >  +
It can he shown that (96b,99)
< q ; l u l ! i > .  *  ( I i i u i q * )
so that M.« becomes 
if
Mi f  = ( ® f | u | Q (+ > t  <q~ \ \ r  \ t / / * >  - ( 10 . 11)
This is the two potential formula of Gell-Mann and Goldherger (94)# It 
U is complex then to obtain the relation (10.11), ^ f must satisfy
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equation (10.6) with TJ replaced hy II*, i.e.
1% > = ><£..> + 1 u* ) ' 7* ">
E-H -i£ 
o
so that the Hermitian conjugate is
< 0~f I = ( t J  + < 1 f  J u  3___
( 1 1 1 E-H +i£
o
This result is discussed below in connection with the properties of 
the distorted waves,
4-The function can be obtained as a perturbation expansion m  
U*, using the known function (95b), This gives
f i - i + = Qi + 1 t r n *  + 1 i t  1
E-H -IJ+if E-H -H+i£ E-H -H+i£
0 0 o
Hence
+■ < % l * £ r r h r y  ^  > ~ {ton)* 1 f*£«• -C*
The first term here is non-zero only for elastic scattering (i = f) since 
by definition U does not connect different states of the target nucleus.
If the third and successive terms in (10,12) are dropped this is equivalent 
to neglecting terms in which the interaction acts more than once i,e. 
neglect of intermediate excited states. Finally, if the plane wave­
function for the scattered nucleon is denoted by ^ ^ then we have, 
using the relations (10,2),
> i f  -  \
where
H . i'i = ’ To &  = (B~£ M
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and the distorted wavefunction for the scattered nucleon is given hy
X ± + 1 U X ± - (10.13)
E-C^-T +i£
Hence the transition matrix for inelastic scattering to the final state 
f is given by
rilf * ...rN )Xf(kilr)\L^'(C,r ! ~ d o ^ )
This result is often referred to as the distorted wave Born approximation 
since it is a Born approximation in the sense that if appears only once*
It may be noted that we require the probability of transition 
to a final plane wave state £  ^  which is an eigenstate of the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian Hq (see equation 1o.8), This is the state of the system at 
time t = +QCj . In particular it is required that the final scattered 
particle shall be ejected with a definite direction which is the 
direction of propagation of the final plane wave tj) It has been
shown that for this to be so the final state function which appears in 
equation (10.14) must be of the form i.e. it must represent asymp­
totically a plane wave plus an incoming spherical wave (95b,100,101 a).
The functions X—  have the asymptotic form (46,102),
' -, + tk*r C/n\ L ^ r / 1X ^  a ~ ~ + t(9) e / r j
■ ! i, > - (lO tS)- iM  r f /—1 -tkx j __ I
X  Q. ' - + i ( I f <1 /*
-3/2
where for convenience we have omitted the normalization factor (2TT) ,
and 0 is the angle between the z-axis (which is assumed to be in the 
direction of k) and the radius vector. These functions satisfy the
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relation (102,103)
X ' * ( k , r )  - X*(-k,r). -(10.16)
which is the usual relation for time reversal (68c).
The equation for X  is
ly + k U(r)/b ]x(i<tr) z■: O «. (10^ 17)
hence if U is complex, X satisfies the equation with the complex conjugate
U*« Thus X  represents an incoming spherical wave which is enhanced to
—*
form a plane wave* However the function we require is, in fact^X which 
can always he obtained from equation (10*16). For example# if we write 
X+ as an expansion in spherical harmonics , irke,n.
l rib,C) = £  i*(2n.tf)--fn.(k<'}Vn (tos&) ■ _ (10.18)
where f (kr) is a solution of the radial equation arising from (10•17) 
which satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions, and 8 is the 
angle between _r and k so that cos 8 = k.i^/kr. How from (10,16) 
f#fc.r) * 1- L°~ (2ai+r) -f^ dxr) F^£co$&)ft *
and P^ (*cd S 9) ~ (- /) *’ PrK (cos S)
^  ( l n + O i x(kr)F' (cosB) - (10,19)
so that the function fn(kr) appearing in the equation (10.19) for 7* 
is the same as that in (10.18) and the asymptotic forms of the functions 
fn(k£r) and f (k^r) must be the same. This method of obtaining the 
distorted waves is developed in chapter 13.
In the high energy (W.K.B.) approximation the matrix element is 
given by (104-)
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t ‘w } d*—<x>
Through some partial integrations K$hler (105) has obtained the 
following first order expression in iT
(2*0 - fa ~ Ui\' Q.xf>(~i.k ( Uc)<') d v
) ' ~X~ I' — <:</
+ k ( ) l  g .  &x p ( -t|J Od^'j o/r
 ^ fc -'-oO
Hence^by comparison with (10.12), the distorted waves are given by
l hr. r y x
(2TfJ X +(k,,r) - e  j U J x ' )  j
/ “ (/<:> 2 0  j
j #  - *  - i / tv - r  , f°* \ '
(2n') X (h.r)=& ~ 'axp(-iiff U J x ' J
These approximate expressions for the distorted waves are used in 
Chapter 12,
¥e now return to the matrix element (10,14-)- The two-nucloon
i
interaction u" may be replaced by an effective two-nucleon scattering 
matrix t defined as (compare equation (10.10) )
t, r IT + IT __J--- t. _ (10.21)
where t represents the interaction of the incident nucleon and the
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target nucleon j within the nucleus. The free two-nucleon scattering
so that the role of these forces is simply to determine the eigenstates
■X . Strictly, the t-matrix is non-local (107) and also the kinematics 
of the nucleon-nucleus system are different from those of the two-nucleon 
system (98) but in the spirit of the other approximations in this treat­
ment these difficulties have generally been avoided by taking the t-matrix 
as a point contact function depending on momentum transfer only.
In order to obtain a matrix element of t between the nuclear 
states d is necessary to neglect the initial kinetic energy of the 
target nucleon and the result obtained in Born approximation is (96b,
matrix is obtained by replacing the Green's function (E~Hq + i£ )
‘“■Tby (E-£. - T - T . + i£ ) (96b,98). In the impulse approximation1 o j
(106) the effective two-nucleon operator tf is replaced by the free
two-nucleon operator t. This is justified if the binding forces
between the target nucleons are negligible during the collision process
98)
-(10.22) (10.22)
where t(<^) is the two-nucleon scattering matrix as a function of 
momentum transfer. This is related to the two-nucleon scattering 
amplitude M(q ) in the two-nucleon centre of mass systemP
where jj is the reduced mass in this system. In terms of M( 9 ) 
transition matrix becomes
-  (10.24)
1 GO
When distortion is taken into account the local momenta of the scattered 
nucleon are changed so that the scattering amplitude M(<^ ) should be 
averaged over the distorted waves (108). This effect is usually 
ignored and consequently we take the transition matrix to be the same as
(10.24) except that the plane wavefunctions are replaced by the distorted 
wavefunctions X~. (in later chapters we use the symbol X to denote the 
wavefunction for the scattered nucleon and use suffices B or D to indicate 
whether the B o m  or distorted wave approximation is implied. A factor
7 /o *2 /a .
(27T ) is incorporated into X  so that, for example, X^ = (27T ) /tL0 ~
ik.r \ e -  -  ).
Finally, we must consider precisely what the potential TJ represents.
We have not attempted here to Justify the separation of the sum V of the 
two-nucleons interactions into the terms TJ ■+• o', but it is essentially 
equivalent to the separation of the T-matrix into diagonal and non­
diagonal elements (reference 98, appendix II). The term tr. which corresponds 
to the direct interaction has been replaced by the free two-nucieon 
interaction. If now the distorting potential TJ is interpreted as the 
full optical potential as determined from elastic scattering, then this 
means that the optical potential in which the incident nucleon and a 
target nucleon J interact Is the averaged effect on the incident nucleon, 
not of the other N-1 target nucleons, but of the N nucleons including 
the particular target nucleon j. Thus there should be some reduction 
in the optical potential to remove the contribution of the target 
nucleon J (109). We have assumed that the optical potential in the
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final state is the same as that in the ground state; this is incorrect 
(98) hut should not be significant compared with the many other assumptions 
which have been made*
. From the form of the matrix elements (10*11), (10*14-) it is clear 
that elastic and inelastic neutron scattering should yield information 
about the nucleon distribution in the nucleus in the same way that 
elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons yields information about 
the proton distribution. However, if we assume that the distributions 
of neutrons and protons are identical and t hat they are now known from 
the electron scattering calculations, we can compare the predictions 
of the different approximations for neutron scattering and so obtain 
some information on the parameters of the optical potential*.-. .
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Chapter 11. Inelastic scattering in Born approximation
We wish to calculate the cross-section for inelastic scattering 
to the first excited state of Li^ using the impulse approximation and 
neglecting distortion of the incoming and outgoing waves, so that the 
matrix element for the transition is given by the expression (10.24).
The spin and I-spin dependence of the two-body matrix is given by (110)
f C.(er. -f£T)*n + -t — (n*/)
where A,B,C,E and P and function of momentum transfer and I-spin, and <T }
th<T refer to the spins of the incident and j target nucleons
0  A  *
respectively. The vectors n } r 3 are unit vectors which form a 
coordinate system:
q  - k*-* k* n - ki a  k/ P  - Or a  1  ^
The I-spin depndence of coefficients A,B etc. may be expressed through 
the relation (98)
A - Aa
where Aa = i(3A1 + Aq) , A- = i (A1 - Aq) ,
and A., A are the coefficients for I-spin states of the two nucleons 
1 o
with T = 1, T.= 0 respectively. For nuclei with T = 0, T = 0, the
terms linear in X  . and ($ . average to zero and the central and
0 3
spin-orbit parts of the optical potential may then be derived from the 
terms A f (A respectively (98). For a nucleus with 0,
the remaining terms in the t-matrix represent interactions in which 
there is a spin-flip of the incident nucleon with simultaneous spin-flip
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of the target nucleon and hence a change in the projection of the 
nuclear spin.
The coefficients have been calculated by Kerman, McManus and Thaler 
(98) from the nucleon-nucleon phase shifts predicted by the Gammel-Thaler 
potential which gives reasonable agreement with the pp and np data up 
to 300 MeV (111); they do not contain contributions from the Coulomb 
potential. These coefficients have been tabulated at certain angles 
§ in the two-nucleon centre of mass system and for a given energy 
El in the laboratory system. The scattering angles & in the nucleon- 
nucleus centre of mass system may be obtained from the relation for the 
momentum transfer <£, ,
y =2ka&Lni60 -2k Sin. i8 -(11.2)
where k * k refer to the two-nucleon and the nucleon-nucleus systems 
0
respectively. The reduced masses j ^ f jJ of the incident nucleon 
and the centre of mass energies Eq, E in the two systems are given by
U  = 1 m , p  = mtt , - (11.3)
r ° r H+1
E ■ = "2 E » E = E H0 C L t
N+1
where m is the nucleon mass. Hence
ko . If1-2,fo£«.
fcj I zl > rr- l & f  ■
and k _ 2N .
k “ N+10
/
M MWe new use the symbol T to denote the matrix element for a
transition from an initial state of the nucleus with magnetic quantum
10<*.
/
number M to a final state with magnetic quantum number M . To obtain 
an expression for the cross-section we take the sum ever final states and 
average over initial states of the nucleus which gives
n /  s ._i_. il. rr(THM*rrtM't ) . (11.4)
Taking the matrix element for the nuclear states removes the dependance
MM *
on CT , but T remains a 2 x 2 matrix in the spin-space of the incident
nucleon and consequently the factor -Jr is required in equation (11 * 4) * As
usual, J is the nuclear spin of the ground state. Finally, using equations
(10.24) and (11,3) the cross-section is given by
where the factor 2N/(N+1) accounts for the ratio of the reduced masses 
in the two-nucleon and nucleon-nucleus systems, and the polarization is 
given by
L. 1 r( I <r.n ! f jf nr)P(0) =
i T r i r ' T ^ ) '
In the transition we are considering, both the initial and final 
states Of the nucleus have I-spin T = 0. Hence the coefficients A^, 
etc, in the t-matrix do not contribute and when we subsequently write 
the coefficients A,B only the parts labelled a are implied. We continue 
to use the simple LS coupled wavefunctions (1.22), (1♦25) and consequently 
in the direct interaction picture only the p-nucleons are involved in the 
inelastic transition. This means that in equation (10.24) only the 
summation over the p-nucleons is non-zero because when the summation 
index j refers to the s-nucleons (j - 3*4,5,6) the integration over the
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p-nucleon coordinates always gives zero. In this treatment the two 
p-nucleons are completely equivalent so that the summation may he taken 
inside the matrix element and substituting from equation (11 * 1 ) into 
equation (10,24) we have
T','1= ft +c?. £)($" X' II11X+ O  + (Bff-5 +C)<^ X~\L?/n.\x+i’Z> 
+ E f f - | + % •  ? < $r'x"irc5.£f x * - o n )
We choose a coordinate system such that the z-axis is along the 
direction of momentum transfer and the vector a is perpendicular to the 
scattering plane (figure 10) and hence
< 7 y s;--p
This leads to the following results for the spin interactions
( < : | I !  I x " )  . 2'S
■( Jlfj • nt| Xs s) ~ + i /2
( x r ^ . f l x ^  s J5<5n ;.W j i,
f l-x r s> 2 n s ,M s
where X  is the triplet spin function as defined in Chapter 1, and 
hence the matrix elements are:
for Mg = Mg’ = 0,
tMM» _ pMMf ^  [2(A-rC^^a )]
for Mg = Mg» = + 1,
tMM 1 = pMM * ^  [ 2 (A+C q A  )+ 23 O' \  ]
for Ur 0, = + 1 and =  +  i f v  =  ° »
T™* = (4 ) [ Jz P^r-f + i Jz ( B q A  + C)]
where
J
110b
n
FIGURE 10.
The co-ordinate system for the analysis of 
inelastic neutron scattering.
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= J^L'S J j (11 .n)
2and the functions are as defined in Chapter 1, The function R n (r^) 
may be omitted because the integration over r^ is simply the normalizing 
integral for R )t (r).
In Born approximation the incoming and outgoing waves are taken 
to be plane waves so that
-* _ T  2 c" n r  r n/2 v w °  »
^ e = - «  ~ <z '  = 2. c  [4-^(2n + i ) j j n l4i r )  in @,0)  -  (11.12)
MM*and F becomes
E (q) s ^ C ( L  h T  * rit J  LI yn (Qn 0\i y % radial functions
m l a ■
Now, the spherical harmonic Y° operates on one part of the system 
for which the functions 5 give the coupled representation in terms of the 
spherical harmonics 0^0,) t Yg *(&- ,$? )* ^  ^as a^reac^ Y been assumed
that there is no change in the orbital angular momenta of the two p- 
nucleons, i.e. that SL^ = and £> ~ 2 3 s0 usinS ‘che Wigner-
Eckart theorem (50a) we obtain
= C ( L n L ; M Loi\) ( - Y + a <  'LT(2£,-h)(2l + i)] ‘
where (50a)
< Yt I! Yn II V > = C  (I, n l-,oo}f(Ul!)i2n + >)f2
‘ < 4-TT(2l + l) J
so that
y r ^ ( w Oj T *iu, , , a~L+#i-£t .1
Ix*. ) C(^,n ^ 00) H ;  ^
X v J { l L l L ' ; £ 2n.)[(2i'‘ f>)(2L*!X2a-hOA!r] \  -  ( " - I t * )
1 0 8
From the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in this last equation we obtain the 
following selection rules
= Ml » , L + L* > n ) >L - L f! , 2lt)n > 0  - (11.15)
For Li we have L = 0, = 0 - we have already taken advantage of these
values to set the C-G coefficient for the ground state wavefunction equal
to unity - and it follows that only final states with M^’ = 0 need be
considered and the summation over MT‘ in equation (11.11) is redundant.
In addition, we have that £1 “ l2 ‘ 1 and L ’ = 2 so that there is only
one allowed value of n, namely n = 2.
•'■IMfIt may be seen that the F"" differ only through the Clebsch- 
Gordan coefficient for the final state, hence we may write
F™' (?) = C ( L ' 5 X > ' ) < 5 ;
or F*®’ ($) < ( L ,S T - 0 « K r aR,(n)Ui4t'(i'R,/T)> -(11.16)
and we may define a function F which is independent of M* through . 
the relation
FM ’ (t) = 1  %/2 cCL’SJ’jOM’) F (i) - (11.17)
6
The numerical factor appearing in this equation is the common factor 
of the products -m^) for different values
of m^  which occur in the expressions for zL ,jLl, j as may be seen from 
inspection of equations (1.21) (1.24) and (1.31
Evaluating the integrals we find for F (?)
oe> ,cc
F (?) = 6J - fej f p i r i ^ D r ^ r  _ (it.is)
which, if oscillator functions are used becomes
F (?) = 1* bi a.*p(-3^2b2 ) -(11.19)
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and the F have the following values, 
for M f = 0, M = 0 or + 1
p™' (?) = [31 f (?)
4 90
for M' = + 1, M = 0 or + 1
( I I  20)
(?) = L2_ F (?) J
J 9 0
By comparison with equation (8,3) it may he seen that the terms with 
M = M ! are simply Z times the corresponding terms obtained for inelastic 
electron scattering. The expression (11.4) may now be evaluated using 
equations (11 * 8) and (11.10) and becomes
! M J 2 , _ | L  i[2(!Ai1+ !cn/jfM = MV,!1 +|F^'',','0 f2
T-I 2 L
+ 2IEIM IF ■f f
+(|Bf+ICIs +|Flt) | f j‘ +  | F & - f  f j f ' H  + | f * M  /J -(11-2s) 
2 2We obtain a factor (2) not II because the summation runs over the p-nucleons
only. Using equations (11.20), (8.3) and (3.24) we find that
|^=M.=0| 2 + |pM=M-=,| 2 + (2 . _ n  |F(q)j2 = (2J+1)Z2 !f J
■gg" |P(l)j 2 = ^
I 2 + F
90
,M=M’ = - 1 1 2  . .A .  f j.(q_)j 2 = 1  ( 2 J + l ) z 2 jF tn_|2
F
M=0
,M*=1
M=0
M ’=-1
F +
.M-1 
Mf =0
F
M=-1
M ’=0
+ F 1090 |*(q)|
12
10
7
(2J+1)Z2 jFlnj2
where jF is the inelastic form factor obtained from electron scattering.
Finally, with J = 1 and N = 6, the expressions for the cross-section 
and polarization become
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= j^r t jp (q)j 2 - (11.22)
dJl
W) -2£~‘{l{*.(ACr) -h-fXzfBC*)} -(11.23)
where £ - )A|2 +|C|2' t j !E|2 +■ ^ (/Sf + lcf-f |P|a) - (11.24)
Alternatively using Z = -J-N 'the cross-section can be expressed in terms
of P. . as
i n  » *  2 .
4$l = / ~ j l !F<7^r ~ ,ji
■J.:i ' N + r
We know already from Chapter 8 that the choice of L3 coupled wavefunctions 
for Li^ does not give agreement with the experimental results for- 
inelastic electron scattering but using equation (11,25) it would be 
possible to substitute values for | obtained directly from experiment,
instead of assuming a form for the nuclear wavefunctions, At present
6 - v.
this cannot be done for Li as there are insufficient data available.
It must be pointed out, however, that this procedure is permissible only
if the magnitude of the spin-flip part of the expression for£ is small
compared with the no-spin-flip part. This is because the coefficients 
4 5~  , "zj are particular to this calculation in LS coupling and would be 
different if some other form of coupling were assumed.
g
The cross-section for neutron scattering from Li has been 
calculated from equations (11,18), (11.22) assuming that the nucleon 
distribution is the same as the charge distribution and using the three 
distributions which were examined in Part II, It may be seen from -
figure 11 that the modified oscillator distribution given by Hofstadter 
does not give agreement with the experimental results at 40 MeV, whereas 
the two curves which correspond to a more extended p-nucleon density 
distribution are in distinctly better agreement with the angular variation 
of the cross-section. This result may be taken as strong evidence in 
favour of the extended p-nucleon distribution.
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FIGUBE 11/
The inelastic cross-section calculated in 
Born approximation for an incident energy of 
40 KeV. The symbols have the same meaning as in 
Fig. 4 and the capital letter is used to indicate 
results corrected for centre of mass motion.
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Chapter 12. Inelastic scattering in the distorted wave-
approximation
(1) ¥,K .B . approximati on
We now repeat the inelastic scattering calculation of the
previous chapter, this time taking account of the distortion by the
nucleus of the incoming and outgoing waves. The main effects of
distortion are known to be (112,113,114) (l) a reduction in the
magnitude of the inelastic cross-section owing to elastic scattering
and partial absorption by the nucleus as a whole; (2) the inclusion of
transitions involving a change in the Z-component of the orbital angular^
momentum of the nucleus. The latter effect is discussed in detail in
Chapter 13 and we quote the result obtained from equation (t3«10) that the
/
allowed transitions are those with sd, J, £2.
We take the same coordinate system as before (figure 10) and assume
that k ^  k^ so that the distorted wavefunctions (10.20) obtained in to
W.K.B. approximation become
-(12.1)
It is convenient to use a spin-independent optical potential of
Gaussian form (112) 9 0
ar Pr
V (r) = - V e ~ - i W  e “ - (12.2)opt 0 0
so that the integration may be carried out immediately and lead3 to the
expression
^0 - u (<•<•& - X c  ) -(12.3)
t114
2 2 2 
where P = y + Z and
Jl jl
I = kVQ /rr]2 , X =* kW /7T\ 2 - (12.4)
2E~ la/ —  p
The exponential terms can he expanded separately in the form
/. v  - s > i v l  ;~2'cya'^a ./w  -<xp2 i  . 3
.£X £>(*.■ I ^ y -  1 — 2 £, Y £ 4 *“ 6 2^. ^  /  i / |9 c)
( v- - @ P A  v/ •'&P2 i i - s/2 - 2 g < 3 o P 2g x p ( - x ^  v< ;  «  j -  x  & + J
where the constants, aQfa.^ fa^,0ofQ^f0^ are chosen to give agreement with 
the original exponential terms.
When the expression for the distorted waves is substituted into
/ % xyc^x ^
equation 111*11y, the term F is replaced by a more complicated function.
In analogy with the Born approximation terms in equations (11.16), (11•17)
. /--MI'V r
we define for the transition AML = 0  the functions u  and Q  which
L o o
are given by
^ k l%2' 0 ( % 2 , P u(K)i^) - (12.6)
= 1 7 2  C(L'Sj',0M')6o (t) -(12.7)
6
where
O ^ J X e x p M Y - ^ - x ^ P y
. w - OP2 s/ .
- i ~ X &  d L T Q, +■ higher terms - (12.8)
Hence 6 q has a real and an imaginary part and contains the Born approximation
F (q) as the first term in the real part.
A typical integral in the series for 0 Q may be evaluated as
follows. .
We take the integral
t  /  T c >*•' i +  h  I  c  r> / A
i D A $ - , K , , ( r j U  a lt0 Rj'll/ - ( 12.9)
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which, using equations (1*21 ), (la24) and (1 «,31 ), becomes
lo " V|o)X (2) + 2.X0(i)X°u) + loXu)]'
*  [ X X ,  (2) ~ X ° ( t ) X ° ( 2 )  + Yt (t) (f2)J $2 cf%  cl02 J l)
When the integration over and0> is carried out this reduces to
l0=fc:(r}{r:'y:-2r;y; +r"*r"
in which the suffix 1 has been omitted. If oscillator wavefunctions
2 2 -r^/b^are used the radial function has the form R (r) = Kr e " , with
5 ~ mK = 8/3I3 IT 2, so that each product r may be replaced by the
corresponding solid spherical harmonic Y^m (r) expressed in Cartesian 
coordinates (115) and the integral becomes
tot?
1 0 (xx^ Ijx- 2 z 3) dxp( i%z - z y p 3~ i ^ / p - x l / b i ) d x d ^ d z
-CO
where
h  = -2 + a - (12.10)
P b
The integrations over x and y are straighforward. The integrations in 
the Z-coordinate may be treated as Fourier cosine transforms and evaluated 
from the general formulae (116). The final result for the integral is
When a = 0 we have, from (12,10) and (12.11), that p = b and Iq = F (q).
t *'
When the similar integrations for different functions SL^
are considered we find that transitions with & = + 1 do not contribute
because in this case the combination of wavefunctions leads to an odd 
integrand and that transitions with Z i = + 2 and A M ^  = - 2 both yield
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integrals of the form
J2
I2 = “ f2 ) exP ( - + P 2!2) -(12.12)
We define a function 6^ for the ^  = + 2 transitions through the
relations
* — t
C  "ti) - (12.13)
*• CCl's x -m M - m . O G ^ )  -(12.14)
i.3
The constant factor in the last equation arises in the same way as the 
constant in equation (11.17). Hence 6 ^ also has a real and an imaginary 
part, hut from (12.12) it vanishes in Born approximation*
We can now express all the matrix elements in terms of 0 Q andb2> 
as follows: 
for M = M 1 = 0
T ™ ’ = yio G 0 [2(A + Ctf-a ) ]
for M = M* = + 1
T™’ = / f 5 Go [2 U  + cC Q  ) + 2S0- | ]
for M = + 1, M> = 0
T» '  = r^_ - [ /2 Ftf-P + i Jz (Bgr-Q. +- ■ C) ]
90 o 
for M = 0, M* = + 2
T ™ ’ = j  G 2 [2(A + C C- Q )]
for M = + 1, M ’ = + 1
T™ '  = /fo ^ 2  [ 2(A + C O-'Q. ) + 2i3d"^ ]
i n
for M = + 1, M' = + 3
T**' = frj G  2 t2(A + C0- a )+2E<r-| ]
for M = + 1 , M r = + 2
Tffil = ~  0 2 L /2 FO“-P + i J2 (BflT-Q + C) ]
for M = -1, M ' =  + 2
Tfflt = ~  6 2 [72 Ff-P. - /2i (B^-a +c) ]
for M = 0, M 1 = + 3
TI#lf = JX G 2 [ /2 FcT-p + i / 2  (BCT-n. + C) ]
for M = 0, M ’ = + 1
■tMMI “ /fo ^o ^  +C^  +
fo G 2[72 F + /2i(B d~- a + C)]
The expressions for the cross-section and polarization in the distorted 
wave approximation are
&  = / 8 [ £|Co|i f  f l l6a| i  + *  R4^ G*‘ ) j  -  ( 12-15^
p(9JlWjiJ'!2Ra^ { |G^ +l2!C^  "  '
f 2 Ra (8 C *){f !€/ + ftoj’ - $ RefcA*')}] - (/2 ( 
Where'i 4|3(/A!I'+|C|2) + 7 iE|2 + + ICi* + IF12)] -(>2-17)
and£is as before (11.24). The cross-terms of the form Refe Q _) arise
o 2
because we now have spin-flip together with transitions with = 0
and AM. = + 2. However, since v is very much less than £ and f} and since 
L “•*
G 2 ^as its maximum value at *1=0 .where G is very small, the magnitudes
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of these terms are very small and consequently they have been neglected*
It may be seen from the equations defining^ and and from the 
form of the function 0(y,z) defined by equation (12.8) that CQ and 62 
can be written in the form
sm smwhere are constants and F and come from the integration of
equations (12*6) or (12.13) with each successive term of 0(yfz). Hence
. - (12.18)
where the superscript sm indicates the fact that i are shell model 
wavefunctions with coordinates referred to the centre of the potential.
If the radial parts of the nuclear wavefunctions are taken to be oscillator
smfunctions then the equation for can be rewritten in terms of the
internal coordinates r* and the centre of mass coordinate ft using the
1C
method described in Appendix 1, Prom equation (a . 1 . 1 0 )  we have
0,  ^axp[-A(.<j'tYf- <x(z.'tZ)2- NGt/tf}n M
where X,Y,Z are the Cartesian coordinates of the centre of mass and <{> is 
the nuclear wavefunction in terms of the internal coordinates r^ (a .1.9). 
The integration over the centre of mass coordinates may now be carried out 
and involves integrals of the form
419
ex'*
,2/1*( -/\/xVb i_-
r = a dX * bI-
X ‘ JN~ O0 
■Q&
iy =j axpf-Ny2/b2 -cx (‘j'-i-Yf] dY
- oc
- t  jtt ex p [ -« * i -  # t*)J
where
1 N
? - ? + “ ' - (12.19)
t b
and
sGG
Iz ~ I ex ^Zf ~NZ2/b Jd Z.
f00 i
j £xpjf-2<xz'Z - Z.yt2~l(cos<£Z +LStn<^Z) <JZ
- «0
,•2
“ "13 0
This last integral can be evaluated using the general formulae for 
Fourier sine and cosine transforms (116) and after some manipulation 
reduces to
I z Q X p \ j t 2l/lr ]
¥e now substitute
& ’ = o ( ( i - G > ( t 2}  = <*(l 4- oi, b*/N) I (iZ ~0)
£  =f(l - d t 2) N ) "  J
in which we have used equation (l2*19)f and collecting together the
results of the integrations we have 
sm
8, (%,<*) =(Mt*/l>) a  tj<( e . x p { L % z ' - « z , * - dr/ ■■ ■ Jtr^
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Now, by comparison with (i2»18), the function
is the required integral corrected for centre of mass motion and is 
related to the shell model equivalent by the relation
C .2 t
0 +C(b/N) 2 S, (qx) -(12.21)
2 2 2 "*1 where we have used the result that Nt /b = (1+ab /n )~ . A similar
smrelation will hold for all the terms . If we put a = 0 we obtain 
from (12„21) the usual correction for Born approximation (54,55)
F0U) = eb2<l2/4H FSm (q).
It may be seen from equations (12.21) and (12.20) that the correction
smto the distorted wave terms B is such that the corrected functionsr
c
B refer to different values of both the momentum transfer and the
length parameters of the potential. Now the coefficients of the
two-body scattering matrix are tabulated at particular values of momentum
c
transfer and we require that all the terms B shall be calculated .at these 
same values. We therefore substitute
a =* (1 + a b2/N)a , q = (1 + a b2/N) q - (12.22)
in equatioh (12* 21) so that
B,C (5', «') = (1 + « b2/N) exp [(t 5)2/4] Sm(q, a) 
where using equations (12.20),
q» = (1 + a b2/N)“1 q’ = q
/. - . 2 /„x-1 . r . (ab2/N)? i-1
a* = (1 + a b / l l )  a ’ = a [■ 1 + f + ab2/N J
(t)"2 = a + N/b2.
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For the magnitudes of a and 0 used in the calculations the discrepancy
between a ! and a is small and has been neglected. Hence by using the
substitutions (12.22) together with the relation (12.21) we may obtain
completely corrected expressions for the matrix elements Gq and G  ^in
which each term is calculated at the correct values of momentum transfer
It is clear that the choice of oscillator functions greatly
simplifies the numerical calculations since it allows the integrals I
(12,9) and to be evaluated analytically, and it also allows the
application of the centre of mass correction. It may be seen from
figure 11 that this correction is of considerable importance in inelastic
scattering and consequently we use oscillator functions with the length
parameter b = 2.26 f. A range of values for V , W at each energy have
been chosen in accordance with the energy variation of these parameters
obtained from optical model analyses (11?)* A range of values for the
parameters a,0 of the potential has also been examined and the effect of
the distortion and the variation of the optical potential paiameters is
discussed in detail in Chapter 14. Some results for an incident energy
of 40 MeV are shown in figure 12 to illustrate the effect of the centre
of mass correction. Further results at 90 and 156 MeV are shown in
figure 13 and the values of V and W used in both figures are given
0 0
in table 12,
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jaav.gg lit
The Inelastic cross-section calculated using the W.K.B approximation 
for an incident energy of 40 MeY. The length parameters ef the potential 
are °C » 0*092 t  ^ « 0 ■ 0*2C3 f the values ©f V^, are given in
table 12. f
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Table 12
Symbol used in * 
figures 12,13,15 Vo (MeV)
Wo (MeV)
B (Born approx.) 0 0
f 10 0
g, o 10 10
h, H 20 10
k 20 20
m, M 10 20
* A capital letter is used to indicate that the centre of 
mass correction has been applied.
The experimental results shown in figures 11 and 12 are for the 
inelastic scattering of 40 MeV protons from Li (11S) but in figure 12 
these results have been scaled down by a factor of 1.5. This gives an 
indication of the discrepancy between experiment and the distorted wave 
calculations at this energy. Fart of this discrepancy must be due to 
the inadequacy of the nuclear wavefunctions of which we are already aware 
from the results of the calculation on inelastic electron scattering.
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In addition, both the impulse approximation and the W.K.B. approximation 
used to obtain the distorted waves are scarcely valid ar this energy.
At 40 MeV the ratio of the binding energy of the p-nucleons to the 
incident energy is 1/10 but the ratio of th»Sr average kinetic energy 
to the energy of the incident neutron is about 1/3 which indicates that the 
requirements for the validity of the impulse approximation are not satisfied• 
The W.K.B. approximation is based on the assumption that v/S 1 but in 
order to obtain an approximate expression for the distorted waves we have 
found it necessary to expand to the third power of v/E (equation 12.5).
These criticisms do not apply at the higher energies where we may expect 
both approximations to be valid, bat unfortunately there are at present 
no experimental results in this energy region.
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Chapter 15. Inelastic scattering in the distorted wave
aoproxlmat i on
(2) Partial wave analysis
*
In order to test the validity of the W.K.B. approximation for 
the distorted waves we have calculated the inelastic cross-section yet 
again, this time obtaining the distorted waves exactly from an optical 
model analysis.
The partial wave expressions for the incoming and outgoing distorted 
waves are (10.18), (10.19),
* £'1 [^Tr(2n.H)J (jhf) Xi ($,,$,) I  -(13.^
~d{I5(.£) = I  i '1 jVrrtSo' * I)] f.(k f f) ,0 ‘2 ) J
where we have expanded about the direction of the beam in each case, and
f (kr) is a solution of the radial wave equation which satisfies the 
appropriate boundary conditions. It is necessary to apply a rotation 
to the expressions (13*1) so that they both refer to the same Z-axis 
which we take to be along the direction of momentum transfer £, as before. 
This is done using the relations (50b)
) Y ! ( M )  .  ( 13. 2)
(i>-Tr/2rif0 X? - ( 13.3)
where is the appropriate rotation matrix, so that the expressions
for the distorted waves become
X l(kt,r) = 4 IT I 1 C |,,(k,.r) C  ((&,*) 1
r' , ~ 0  3  4_ )
X D'(kfjC) - . w £  1 ^ /
12?
where (p,a) and{(3’,a ’) are the polar and azimuthal coordinates of k^ and k^ , 
with respect to the z-axis* Since ka, k^ can be taken to define the xz 
plane, we have a' - a = 0 and f^3-(3 ’ \ = 0  , where & is the angle of 
scattering (see figure 14). The distorting potential is again taken to 
be spin-independent so that the distorted wavefunctions can still be 
regarded as spin-independent.
From equations (13*4) we have that _»(i3 5)
k  x l f o w b i w x H w )  y j i w  o) v f  (p',o)
in which the spherical harmonics in Btp j may be combined to give (50b)
y*' i  ,pt*  = (-1 f  I 1' I  7^  'n n ’ n n*
4 / 2
- i f  C(n.n’Sl-Qo)C(n.n:Sl;iJ6j-H}(-if V "
~Jl t 4'TT(2-Q.t i') J
where so that, replacing the sum over y  by the sum overt**,
the expression (13*5) becomes
or h
x C(rux Lj-jj) C(fin!Sl^cc) Xn ($,0) 3 6/
We now evaluate the matrix element in equation (11.11) using the 
expression (13.6) for the distorted waves. We have
x (-if W [— Cirui'^ocdCfanlSl^uj-f)
1 2 8
z'
y=y
F IG U R E  14-.
The co-ordinate system for the partial wave 
analysis. When , the x' -axis bisects the
scattering angle 6 so that p/ « % - (3.
12?
where Uin' l"1 dr . -(13.8)
The integration over the angular coordinates may be carried out exactly 
as in Chapter 11 and by comparison with (11.14) we obtain
< =C(LJlLjri/.u,/'t ) £' c(2,Sli,;oo) 
x [(2l?li i X 2 i - r O L 2 S l t i ) / ^ j ] w l i iU ltr '-!£2_Si'j. (13.9)
From the C-& coefficient C(Li7 L ’; MTwMT 1) we see thatL 1)
W = = Ml = 0, ±  1, ±  2 - (13.10)
Otherwise, the selection rules are exactly as before (11«15) and we 
have again only one value of 52 , namely 5^= L 1 =2. Hence we may 
evaluate the Racah coefficient and some of the C-6 coefficients.
Finally, expressions for G q and G^ can be obtained by substituting 
equations (13.7) and (13.9) into equation (11.11). Since we have
= 0 only and therefore i*t = M£, we can pick out from the sum over v. in 
(11.11) those terms with ^  = 0 or i^= + 2 to give G^®^ an<i 6 ^ ®  
respectively, from which and may be derived using the definitions 
(12.7) and (12.14). This gives the results
6 0 (l) . - 6 ( 4 H | £  F_ r - ' A ' U ^ p n H ) / ( 2 n . ' + D ]  Y ^ o )
X C(rL^n/; 00) C(a2ri;p o)
A. / _ .. WZ- j-* - 2.
g,(i) Y f a o j y ,  ( f »
X C ( a 2 n ' - 0 0 ) O p - ln 'y ^  ± 2) - ( * 3 - / 2 )
1Z0
In these expressions the sum over n f is restricted. From the coefficient 
C(n2n’;00) it follows that
n + ft. * } I n-2j , n + 2 + n* is even,
hence
n f = n, n + 2, - (13.1.3)
We now consider transitions with = + 1 • Drisko, Bassel and 
Satchler (114) have shown that there is no contribution to the cross- 
section from these transitions in the case of zero energy loss but that
there is a small contribution when k.st k_. They state that the -
l ' x
disappearance of these terms is due to symmetry about the direction of 
momentum transfer when k^ = k ♦ In the W.K.B. method it is necessary 
to assume that k^- k^ in order to obtain an expression for the distorted 
waves and in this case we certainly found that the = + 1 transition
gives zero contribution, a result which was previously observed by Sgardt 
(113). Now if we neglect energy loss, so that k^ = k^, then the transition 
matrix must satisfy the reversibility or reciprocity theorem (68d, 104)
*(]£,.]£-) = T(-k,,, -k.) -(13.14)
^  £ “1 ~1
A proof of this theorem for distorted waves is given by Satchler (102).
We select from the expressions (13.11)» (13*12) the terms dependent on 10 
which gives
9 ^ )  = I ( ' 1)WC(a2a';p-w)V^'J('k.) "(j^) _ (13.15)
and if the relation (13.14) is satisfied we have
= a 2 a >  -u)r Y - h )  - (13-16)
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Now, using figure 1^ ., we have
Y Q ^ )  = Y(p,0) , YCkj.) = l ( TT - P , 0 )
Y(-ki ) = Y(.H.-p,7r ) , Y ( - ^ )  = Y(p,7r).
and y£ (Brftir ) = (-l)m Y^ ).
9 X ( to) = £ (-ir"c(n2n';/J • »  Y ^  * (p, IT ) Y ^ "  ~  u  ( K  -p,7T )
= T  ( - i r W C(n2n';^ - w )  (-1 ) 2fJ~ L°  X J * *  (p,0) Y /“ l r - p , 0 )P n n
= (-1 r ^ w .
Comparing this result with (13«6), it follows that
M  = 0 for odd uj - (13.17)
The expressions for (^(jJ) may be rewritten using the relations (50d 
C(n2n'; y  -y$ = (~1 )n“^ [(2n*+1 )/5]T C(nn'2;/p
= (-1 )2n" ^ +n12 [(2n’+l)/5]T C(nn?2; -p ).
and, neglecting those constants which are independent of we have
where T^^is one component of an irreducible tensor cf rank 2 (50a).
Hence under rotations of the coordinate system, the matrix element transforms 
like the complex conjugate of a tensor operator of rank 2# This is a 
particular case of the general result stated by Tobocman (119)* We note 
that the tensor is not of rank zero, i.e. it is not an invariant. Now, 
if it were required to change the axis of quantization from the direction 
t to some other direction, say the incident beam direction k^, this would 
involve a rotation about the y~axis (see figure 1%). The rotated tensor
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component is given by (50a)
so that we obtain a superposition of components of the same rank but 
with different projection quantum numbers .
Expansion about the beam axis yields expressions which are somewhat 
simpler than those obtained here, (See, for example references 120 and 
121). In this case, we have
X  x 4 TT I  I, S ' U K J  X ?  \&,o)
G2 r-*/b(A-TiJ L / l Unn ,Jj2n 4-f)/(2 >)J t1) in/ f® o) 
v C(n2n';0Q) C (rL2n/'Jo fj')
where 1 = - M^, and a similar expression for G^. However, due
to the superposition of terms given by (13-17) there is no direct 
relation between the separate terms corresponding to = 0, i: 1 > ± 2
obtained in the two systems, although the final expressions must of course 
yield the same results. It may be seen that the expression (1:5*18) depends 
directly on the scattering angle &  whereas the expression (15*12) depends 
separately on the angle p between k^ and cl, and on the angle p1 between 
and This means that the ©nly way in which (15*18) is affected by
the magnitudes of k^ and is through the radial integral U t (13.8), 
and there is no other way in which the contribution from the transition 
with A = + 1 can change if energy loss is taken into account. In 
other words the A  = + 1 transition is not excluded even in the case 
of zero energy loss. Since we wish to compare the -values obtained for 
<Q q and using this partial wave method with those obtained from the 
W.K.B. approximation we must continue to use equations (13*11) and (13*12). 
It may be noted that Levinson and Banerkee (91) have shown that the angular
distribution of the rays due to de-excitation after inelastic scattering
shows an explicit dependence on the angles (3,(3! when distortion and energy 
loss are included. The recoil direction is then no longer an axis of 
symmetry.
In order to evaluate the radial integrals Wnn, we make the following 
substitutions:
(? = kr f^ (£>) = ((p)
so that, if we neglect energy loss and put k^ = k^ = k, then
Mia' = k' 7 Un'(e) &*(?) d e  - (13.19)
u , =- n , - (13.20)nn’ n ’n v '
/ j ^  ‘ ^ f r 1^  ~ 1 +  - (13.21)
2 "2where k = E/ft and E is tho centre of mass energy. We take the 
same optical potential as before, given by equation (12.2). The radial 
functions must satisfy the following boundary conditions: 
i) (P ) must be finite at = 0
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,'. u n (£) = 0 at p =  0
ii) the asvmototic behaviour of U G?) must be
- (13.22)
€i ^ n7 n ^
Bessel and Neumann functions so that j ' + ifl is the outgoing spherical
Hankel function (^ '1 b).
where a  is the nuclear phase shift and j , /! are the usual spherical
The equation (13.21) has been integrated numerically using the
computer programme for optical model analysis written by Buck, Maddison
and Hodgson (1 22)• The phase shifts are determined and the solutions
are normalized by matching the numerical solution and its derivative
to the asymptotic forms. The normalized solutions are finally
used to calculate the radial integrals from equation (13.19). The
expressions for 6 q and 6^ contain complicated sums of spherical
harmonics and C-6 coefficients, the evaluation of which is described
in Appendix 2. We find that these sums are very much simplified if
energy loss is neglected; further, the result which we obtained in
Chapter 12 and have tacdtly assumed still to be valid in this chapter, 
r MM* ML 1namely that v>_ 1* is the same for II 1 = + 2 and ML 1 = - 2, is
2 Jj ii
strictly true only in the case of zero energy loss (see Appendix 2), 
Consequently, although this method has the advantage that energy loss 
can be taken into account, we have it neglected it throughout the _ 
calculations.
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Some results obtained for incident energies of 40 and 90 MeV
are shown in figures 15, 16 and 17* It may be seen that the maximum
in the cross-section is displaced to a slightly smaller angle and is
slightly increased in magnitude compared with the result obtained in
the W.K.B* calculation* The real and imaginary parts of the matrix
element G  are considerably reduced at large angles; the real and
imaginary parts of <3^  (not shown) are reduced to about half the
corresponding values in the W.K*B. calculation. It is not possible to
apply a correction for centre of mass motion in the partial wave calculation
but in an attempt to estimate this correction, we have multiplied the exact
results by the ratio of the corrected to the uncorrected cross-section
obtained using the W.K.B. approximation with the same distorting potential*
This yields the curve G in figure 15 which is compared with the experimental
points reduced by a factor of 1.3. We now have rather better agreement
with the experimental angular distribution although the magnitude of the
calculated cross-section around 20° to 30° is still unsatisfactory.
Since we are comparing a calculation for neutron scattering with experimental
points for proton scattering there remains a very small possibility that
the discrepancy at these angles is due to Coulomb effects.
We have also used the Oxford optical model programme to obtain the
differential cross-section for elastic scattering of neutrons from Li .
We have used the purely central potential (12.2) and the same parameters
as in the calculation on inelastic scattering* Comparison with experimental
6results for the elastic scattering of 40 MeV protons from Li (123) shows
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that the set of parameters (g) gives a cross-section which has the same 
shape as the experimental angular distribution hut is too small in 
magnitude by a factor of 3* Hence, although we expect that some small 
reduction in the optical potential may be necessary to obtain the correct 
amount of distortion, it is clear that we cannot attribute the discrepancy 
between the theory and experiment in inelastic scattering to the use of 
an unduly large distorting potential.
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FIGUEE 15.
The inelastic cross-section at 4-0 MeV using the 
potential parameters (g) , V0 * W0 = 10 M e V , ^  « 0*092 
P « 0*203 f~a - The full line corresponds to the W.K.B 
calculation and the broken line to the partial wave 
calculation. The capital letter indicates corrected 
results (see text).
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FIGUHE 16.
The magnitude of theaatrix eleaent Gp for an incident 
energy of 4C MeV. The full line corresponds to th* 
a/.K.B calculation and the broken line to the partial wave 
calculation. The parameters of the potential are the sane 
as in fig. 1^.
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FIGURE 17.
Th® magnitude of th® matrix element for ano
Incident energy of 90 MeV. Thefull line again 
corresponds to the W.K.B calculation and the 
parameters of the potential are se in fig. 15.
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Chapter 14. The effect of distortion in inelastic scattering
The results obtained for the polarization in inelastic scattering
are shown in figure 18. The results, obtained using the Bern approximation
and the W.K.B. approximation are identical; this is because the
polarization we have obtained is entirely due to the spin-dependent
terms in the two-nucleon interaction, and since the distorting potential
is taken to be spin-independent it can have no effect on the polarization.
It may be seen that at 40 Me? the calculated values for the polarization
are very small. An alternative approach has been adopted by Robson
and Robson (124) who take the two-nucleon interaction to be spin-
independent but include a spin-orbit term in the distorting potential.
Their calculation yields large polarization values for the inelastic-
scattering of 1 2 MeV protons from carbon and it seems likely that this
method is more satisfactory at low energies. As there are at present
6
no experimental results for Li it is impossible to decide whether the 
method we have used is satisfactory for the higher energies at which 
the distortion is least important, although the results obtained for 
the polarization in the inelastic scattering from other light nuclei 
(105, 125) appear to indicate that this approach is satisfactory for 
incident energies of about 180 MeV.
We have examined the effect of varying the parameters of the 
distorting potential using mainly the W.K.B. approximation. In 
general, we find that if W is increased the cross-section is decreased
CD
eg
CDw  +
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FIGURE IB
The polarization in inelastic scattering for 
incident energies of 4-0, 90 and 156 MeV.
±4-2
fairly uniformly. At 40 MeV, when Vq is increased the magnitude of
the cross-section at the main peak is decreased, hut the forward peak
is enhanced (fig.12); at the higher energies a change in V ,has much
less effect on the main peak. When V and a or W and 0 are varied
* o o
in such a way that V /a or W /S remains constant we find that the
o o
magnitude of the cross-section remains approximately constant except
in the region of the forward peak. In the W.K.B. approximation the
position of the main peak is not altered when the r eal part of the
potential is changed, hut this result is contradicted hy the exact
calculation (fig. 15).
In figure 19 the magnitude of the radial integrals U is plotted
against the angular momentum n for various incident energies. These
curves give some indication of the contributions to the crcss-section
from each partial wave, and it is only at the lowest energy of 40 MeV
that there is anything like a sharp peak. Thus, it is not possible
to choose a radius R such that the major contribution to the scattering
comes only from a few partial waves with n ^  n , where n = kR; this
o o
observation implies that the direct interaction is not in any sense 
localized. Further information on this point is obtained from some 
calculations which were carried out in the W.K.B. approximation using 
a surface absorption term of the form
iW =r - iWQ exp - B { (jxi -a)^+()y! -a)^ +(|z| -a)^ "j - (14.1)
where a is the distance from the origin to the point of maximum absorption.
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FIGURE 19. _- _ri--,
The variation of the radial integral Unn with 
angular momentum n for various incident energies. 
The potential parameters are as in fig. 15*
K4.
For a given value of 0 and W we find that the matrix element decreases 
with increasing a, "becoming negligible when a 1#7f. G Q is comparatively 
insensitive to variations in a* This indicates that in the absence of 
an absorptive potential the A  = 0 transition takes place throughout 
the nuclear volume while the A  MT = + 2 transition is restricted to
ii —
•the outer regions of the nucleus* Thus there is a central region which 
is effectively "black" to the latter transition and it is likely that 
the corresponding distorted waves are diffracted at the surface of the 
potential region* In fact* the cross-section for = + 2 has the
appearance of a diffraction pattern and can be fitted with a Fraunhofer 
diffraction formula (96c)
= C2k2R4 [ f-lll^]2 - (14.2)
d il qR
It is possible to take for R the r,m*s. radius of the nucleus and the 
constant C is then adjusted to give a best fit* This procedure neglects 
the variation with scattering angle of the coefficients of the two-nucleon 
scattering amplitude* Although there exists this possibly that the 
distorted waves corresponding to theAM^ = + 2 transition are diffracted* 
it has been shown that the forward peak in the inelastic cross-section 
cannot be due to diffraction alone, but is essentially due to refraction
of the scattered wave by the optical potential (127)*
-2 -2
The particular values for a and 0 of 0*092f and 0.203i'
respectively give areal potential which reproduces very closely the shape 
of the smoothed finite oscillator potential and an imaginary potential
1LS
with, the same r.m.s. radius as the nuclear density distribution, and it 
is the results obtained with these length parameters which are shown in the 
figures. The choice of an imaginary potential with a smaller radius than 
the real potential is somewhat doubtful in view of the recent work of 
Hodgson (126) who found that an imaginary potential with a radius larger 
than that of tne real potential was required to fit certain polarization 
and cross-section measurements of high energy elastic scattering. However, 
it is clear that the inelastic cross-section is not very sensitive to 
individual parameters of the distorting potential and, in the absence of 
any experimental results on the polarization or on the elastic and 
inelastic cross-sections at 90 and 156 Me?, no unique determination of 
these parameters can be made.
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Summary and Conclusions
We have fitted the experimental results for elastic scattering 
6of electrons from Li using wavefunctions derived from a shell model
potential which is a modification of the harmonic oscillator potential
and has two adjustable parameters. This confirms the earlier work
(63,64) which showed that a single parameter oscillator model is not
adequate to describe the charge distribution of this nucleus, and is in
9agreement with recent calculations for other p-shell nuclei* For Be
it was found (79) that in order to fit both elastic and inelastic electron
scattering two oscillator length parameters, a = 1.23f, b = 2.Of, were
1 2required; and for C the momentum distribution measured in.the (p,2p) 
reaction has been fitted (128) using the oscillator parameters a = 1.18f, 
b = 1.82f. Thus for both these nuclei the p-nucleon parameter b is larger 
than the s-nucleon parameter a, and the corresponding density distribution 
is similar to that we have found for Li and which is confirmed by the 
results for inelastic neutron scattering.
The values for the central density and the r.m.s. radius that we 
have obtained are very similar to those obtained from other shell model 
calculations for Li^. However, the simple cluster model we have used 
leads to the same r.m.s. radius and gives an equally good fit to the 
elastic electron scattering data. In contrast, the detailed cluster 
model of Wildermuth et al (30) and the three-body model of Wackman and 
Austern (31) give values for the r.m.s. radius of 2.Of and 2.1f respectively, 
which are not in agreement with the values obtained from electron scattering
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calculations.
Although we have obtained, a satisfactory description of some ground 
6state properties of Li using LS coupled wavefunctions based on the lowest 
shell model configuration it is clear from the calculations on inelastic 
scattering that the wavefunctions we have used do not lead an adequate 
description of the excitation of a higher state., The discrepancy is 
almost certainly due to the restriction to the lowest configuration and 
it would seem essential to take a more realistic approach to the nucleon 
interactions within the nucleus. The cluster model we have used for 
elastic electron scattering is too crude to give any indication of the 
way clustering might affect the inelastic transition.
Ik. 8
Appendix 1. Centre of Mass Motion in the Shell Model
In the shell model it is assumed that the sum of the two-body 
i h.interactions of the i nucleon with all other nucleons in a nucleus
may be represented, to a good approximation, by a potential which depends
only on the coordinates of the nucleon itself, i.e. X  V. . = V..« The
j 1«3 1
coordinates are then referred to the centre of this potential instead 
of the centre of mass of the system. This means that the shell-model 
Hamiltonian is nob invariant with respect to translations of the coordinate 
system and the shell model wavefunctions describe an additional collective 
motion in which the centre of mass oscillate* about the origin of the 
coordinate system.
Considerable attention has been given to the problem of separating 
out the motion of the centre of mass. This problem has relevance to 
many shell model calculations but the first approach appears to have 
been through the calculation of the kinetic energy of the centre of 
mass motion.
In order to eliminate the spurious kinetic energy of the centre of 
mass motion Feanberg and Wigner (129) multiplied the calculat^^. kinetic 
energy by the factor 1 - l/A. This factor was derived from the work 
of Flugge (130) who replaced the nucleon mass m by a reduced mass 
m (1 - -jrZ) in energy calculations on light nuclei. Flugge pointed 
out, however, that this expression for the reduced mass is exact only 
in the case of the deuteron but it could be expected to provide a useful 
approximation for Z ^ 8 and this point was taken up by Bethe and Rose (131 )
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who stated that the use of a reduced mass is justified only for a two-body 
problem or when all the particles are in the IS shell. They showed that, 
when the shell model potential is taken to be an oscillator potential, 
it is possible to factorize an antisymmetrized total wavefunction into 
two parts, one of which depends on the coordinates of the centre of mass 
and the other on the relative coordinates of the particles.
the orbital states which is multiplied by an exponential factor (131,132, 
133)» This last factor is
where r. is a nucleon coordinate referred to the origin of the shell
In the determinantal. part each polynomial can be replaced by the highest 
power it contains since the remainder is always a multiple of another row 
of the determinant. If is replaced by n  - R this has the effect 
of again adding to each row multiples of other rows and therefore leaves 
the determinant unchanged, so that the determinant and the first factor 
on the R.H.S. of equation (A1.1) depend only on the relative coordinates 
r^ - R and the second factor depends only on the coordinate of the 
centre of mass. This factorization is possible only for determinantal
The antisymmetrized wavefunction 1 is a linear combination of 
products of the single particle wavefunctions so that the spatial 
part of S' has the form of a determinant of polynomials representing
model potential and R = y  r. is the centre of mass coordinate.
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(i.e. non-degenerate) wavefunctions.
The kinetic energy of the centre of mass motion is now given by
f „Ar?/2*£ z - A R W
J ^ ^  A ________d B
ZmA ■ J ^ -AR’/a’ dR ^
Hence the kinetic energy of the centre of mass is equal to the kinetic 
energy of a single l£ particle* For a nucleus with a filled 15 shell
and a partly filled Ip shell the difference between this result and that 
calculated using a reduced mass is
n < T R >
If A = 6, this represents an over-estimate of the correction by 22^.
Another approximate result can be derived by considering the random
fluctuations of the centre of mass about the shell model origin. The
* 2 *  2kinetic energy of this motion is ■£■ Am R where R is a time average
* 2 ““2 — 2value* Now R = A~ f\) but f\ will fluctuate rapidly between
positive and negative values so that, to a first approximation, the time
—  • * 2 —2 ST“ . 2r..r. is zero and R = A r. . This again
l -£j -a — j l
leads to the result that the kinetic energy of the centre of mass is 1/A
of the expectation value of the total kinetic energy in the shell model.
This result provides a method of estimating <C T^ )> when oscillator functions
are not used, but the error will presumably be of the same order as A  { t Ait
In the special case of the oscillator potential it is also 
possible to derive the total energy of the centre of mass. The 
following treatment has been given by Lipkin (134). The shell model
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Hamiltonian for an oscillator potential is
rsm r- p 2 ~  iTr .. 2
i 
2m
H““ = £  + I  ±K - (A1.2)
where P. , r are the momenta and coordinates in the shell model.
x “1
Using the relation
- ^ ( l r Lf  + ~ ^ C r l-rJf
= A R l  + A tV r‘' fj^  -(A 1-3)
SdH may be expressed in terms of the centre of mass coordinate R and
momentum 3? and the relative coordinates and conjugate momenta P , qa«
The qa are not independent but satisfy the equation ^  qa = 0 so that
the number of independent relative coordinates is less than the number 
smof particles. H becomes
HSm = + i AKR2 + HSm, (P , q ) - (A1.4)2Am * m t  a' tx
where H.S^ (P , q ) is a function of the relative coordinates and momenta m t  or xr
only. A term U^ .. which represents the sum of the residual two-body
interactions has been omitted from equation (A1.2), Such a term would
sinbe absorbed into  ^ and is normally treated by perturbation theory.
The remaining terms in equation (A1.4) represent the motion of a particle
of mass Am in an oscillator potential with a force constant AK. The
JL
energy interval in this oscillator potential is given by^?(AK/Am)2 =^u> 
where up is the same quantity as that for the single particle motions.
Sd
The eigenfunctions of H have the form
_  S m
$  (£>*-)-  I m U ? ) 0 a 0 « )  - (A1.5)mn.
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where ^  (R) is not a plane wave hut an oscillator function and is
i sm
an eigenfunction of The energy of the system is given by
ESm - U  + !)ficw + Eint mn 2 n
Thus the lowest allowed energy state of the system is that in which the
centre of mass is in its lowest state (m = 0). Then the wavefunction
of the centre of mass is a 15 function,
§ 6 (e.) = exp (-AR2/2a2), - (A1.6)
in agreement with equation (A1.1) and the total energy of the centre of 
mass is ^ * . Thus even when the centre of mass is in its lowest 
state there is some ”zero-point” energy due to its motion in the oscillator 
potential* The internal energy of the system is given by
int = sm _ ; _ (A1 }
n n 2
It can be seen from equation (A1•5) that a wavefunction $  * i(R, q )
mn a
with m > 0 represents an excited state of the centre of mass motion, i.e. it 
describes the spurious oscillation of the nucleus as a whole about the 
origin of the shell model potential. The existence of these "spurious”
states was first demonstrated by Elliott & Skyrme (133) who showed that
it is possible to construct a linear combination of shell model wave- 
functions to represent a real excited state in which the centre of mass 
is in its lowest (is) state, A spurious state can occur only among states 
which have at least l'W of excitation energy because this is the energy 
necessary to raise the centre of mass into its first excited state (m « l).
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It follows that there can he no spurious states if the only unfilled shell
in the configuration is the lowest one allowed by the Pauli principle (155).
6Applying this conclusion to Li it can be seen that, as long as the 
configuration is taken to be the simplest shell model configuration
A 2
namely (is) (Ip) , and also the states of lowest excitation are considered 
to be due simply to the recoupling of the two p-shell nucleons to different 
total angular momenta, then the problem of spurious states does not arise. 
With oscillator functions it is possible^using equations (A1.5) and 
(A1.6) to evaluate corrections to the matrix elements of certain operators 
taken between shell model wavefunctions, .Such corrections arise even 
in the ground state and are normally of order 1/a . The shell model 
matrix element will have the form
M Sm= j---J$*(r,-rA)0(c,--ct) f t( r ; - - u ) d n -^dcA - (ai.s)
where lP . , J _ are the shell model wavefunctions for the initial 
a l f
and final states and 0 is the appropriate operator which is assumed to
be of non-exchange character. The r^ are coordinates referred to the
origin of the shell model potential; these coordinates may be replaced
by internal coordinates r* using the substitution r.’^. = 2^ - H  where
k
R is the coordinate of the centre of mass. The shell model wavefunctions
are replaced using equations (A1.5) and (A1,6) s o that 
sm 2
5  (cte) - ] - (A1-9)
where the constant is obtained from the normalization
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J - ' - j l f J 1 * - . - - A ,  - i
'■ " j  irv. i
j £0(R)fAiR >  |
Hence the matrix element becomes 
snr. , A \/2r M R 5
! i | ~ ] 4 x P ( d »  J^(^---C)0(S,r'--rA,i) ^ r ; - r;.l)ir/- ■ /\JR
-(A I'10)
In some cases it is possible to carry out the integration over the centre 
of mass coordinate R and so obtain an expression of the form (55, 56)
MSm = C MC - (A1.11)
where C is a correcting factor which is independent of the coordinates 
but depends on A and the parameters of the calculation in such a way
Q
that C 1 as A -s> . If the matrix element M resembles the original
matrix element in form except that it is expressed in terms of the internal
ccoordinates then M represents the true matrix element which does not
contain any centre of mass motion. Hence the required matrix element
o smM may be obtained from the shell model expression M using equation
(A1.11)« (See, for example, the correction to the matrix element for
electron scattering in Chapter 3 and the correction to the W.K.B. ~
approximation for the inelastic scattering of nucleons in Chapter 12).
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Centre of mass corrections to the electric and magnetic multipole 
moments have been considered in detail by Schwartz and (xctrtenhaus (136),
For these operators the corrections vanish due to the fact that the 
wavefunction of the centre of mass is a IS function while the correction 
terms involve the centre of mass coordinate R or momentum P is some vector 
or higher rank form so that integration over R gives zero*
Unfortunately no single-particle potential other than the oscillator 
potential has the property of separating into a term depending on the 
relative coordinates and a term depending on the centre of mass coordinate 
and in no other case can the eigenfunctions corresponding to different 
centre of mass states and internal states be separated as in equation 
(A1.5).
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Appendix 2» Numerical analysis and computing techniques
1 ) The smoothed finite oscillator potential (Chapter 4)
A numerical solution was required for the equation 
R " + | r ' + ^ P  [fi - V(r)] - - ^ J / '1| r  = 0 - (A2.1)
where V(r) is the smoothed finite oscillator potential defined by 
equations (4*17) and (4*1&).
In normal form equation (A2.1) becomes
P" + i ~  [B - ?(r)] - P = 0 - (A2.2)
where P(r,- = r R(r). Equation (A2.2) may be written as two simultaneous 
first order differential equations
p' = U ■ - (A2.3)
tl' = - B£ + X) P - (A2.4)
h
where
X = - | £ ? ( r ) -  - (A2.5)
and E^ is the energy level corresponding to angular momentum L . In this 
form the calculation was programmed for the University of London Mercury 
computer using the INTSTEP procedure which applies Kutta’s Simpsons 
rule to a system of simultaneous first order differential equations.
The potential parameters -g-K, r^ remain unchanged throughout the 
calculation and were read in as data; fi / 2-jj was included as a constant 
in terms of MeV and fermi so that all other quantities could be used 
directly in these units. The step length for the integration H was 
set at 0.1f and was not altered during the calculation. The values
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of the energy levels and the well depth were known only approximately
by comparison with the infinite oscillator potential for which the energy
levels are given by V + E = ■rl'vw, V + E, = w, and E„ = ~S where S & *10 0 2 *  0 1 2  ' 1 p  p
is the separation energy of the last proton,. The infinite oscillator
value of Vq was read in as data and the integration was begun with£= 1*
When the value of E^  had been determined, the well depth Vq was adjusted
by an amount A V  = + S . The new energy level was found and theo 1 p
whole procedure was repeated untilAVq became less than some pre-set
magnitude (0.02 MeV). When this consistency in had been reached, the
values of and the potential parameters B and V (4.17), which depend 
on Vq were printed out,
The procedure for the integration is as follows. The initial 
values of the dependent variables P(h ), P ’(h ) which were required to
start the integration were calculated from a series solution of equation
(A2.2). With the substitutions
the recurrence relation is found to be
Y a . - £ a _
a = 1 n-4 u n-2n    —   _
2
n“ + 2 ,£ n + n 
and the required series are given by
P(r) - r^+1 (aQ + a2r2 + + - - • )
P 1 (r) = r^ [ (I +1) aQ + (t +3)a2r2 + {I +5)a^r4' + - *
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These series are rapidly convergent for small r. The function X was 
tabulated at intervals of yH using equation (A2.5)« As the integration 
proceeded the derivatives P ’(r), U ’(r) were calculated at intervals of -JH 
using equations (A2*3) and (A2.4). The solution P(r) and its derivative 
were tested for change of sign in order to obtain the correct number of 
nodes and the correct behaviour at large r. The energy level E^  was 
found using a method of converging on an energy level by successively 
halving the increment that is added to or subtracted from E g .
This method was developed by Bernal (137) and was tested by him using 
the Coulomb potential to generate known Coulomb functions. When the 
last increment was less than some preset value (0,005 MeV) the integration 
was terminated and the value of E^  obtained was used to adjust as 
previously described. Finally, when both E^  and V had been determined 
to the required accuracy, the integration for$- 1 was repeated for a last 
time during which the numerical values of the wavefunction P(r) were 
printed out at suitable, intervals of r and were also summed bjr Simpson*s
rule to give the following integrals
—2normalization constant A = 4-TT P2(r) dr
o
,r'
2 2
mean square radius < r > = 4 W A r P (r) dr - (A2.6)
r'
form factor F(q) = 4 ft A2 p2(r) dr
• qr
° -1 -1The form factor was calculated at intervals of 0.25f for 0.5^q^2*25f
±5<]
With the same potential parameters the integration was repeated with/ = 0 
to determine Eq and also the wavefunctions and the integrals (A2.6) for^= 0. 
The upper limit r1 for the integration corresponded to the sum of the steps 
necessary tc determine the energy level and was 7 to 8f for SL - 0 and 14 to 
15f for £= 1,
The limits on the accuracy with which V and E were determined 
were varied during the testing of the programmes in order to choose the 
best values consistent with a reasonable running time and with the accuracy 
of the constants used as data* A further test run showed that the 2s level 
was not bound. The best check that the programme does, in fact, yield 
correct solutions lies in comparison with the analytic solution of equation 
(A2.1) which may be obtained for t- 0 only.
The solution of equation (A2.1) for r ^  rQ is
q 2 2
R.j (r) = A1 (ar)" £ r ^ ( c , £+ |- J a2r2) - (A2.7)
where c = (2 1+3 -A)/4, a^A = 2/->(E^+ VQ)/fi^ and = The
constant c depends on the shift in the energy level E^ away from the
normal value for the infinite oscillator potential. This may be seen
as follows. By definition, we have K = ^ w ‘!l so that a = jJ w /i\ or
2 2w)/f) where w is the oscillator constant and^w is the- energy 
interval for the infinite oscillator potential,. In the infinite potential
the energy level E is given by Vq + E = (£ + )^t\ w; in the finite potential
we take V + = {£ + w + so that the expression for \ becomes
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^  h g z  { (•£ + §)K « +A e J  = ^  f ( H + |)£ w + a e J  
henoe = 2JL±_2 + | J i .
4 2fS w
26+3, ^  E £ / . ^  ^ \
and finally c = ---“ * - 4 “ il?w—  “ 'A2"8 '
A solution of equation (A2.1) for r > r  can be obtained only when
o
£ = 0 ( 1 3 8 ) .  We denote the solution for r> r^ by RgCr) and use the
—1
substitution R2(r) = r P(r) so that the differential equation becomes
E^o + Be" V r ^  p = 0
1--g-v rz = e
d 2P
+
If the variable is now changed to z using the relations
, d = _ v z d d l = Vlz d + y 1 z * d 2
2- dz ’ d r 1- b- dz if- ciz2-
the equation reduces to
£ F  + 1  d? -f- (fe1 - £ j  P = o  (A2 qy
J2:z Z  dz. L z a J “ U2.9/
2 2 2 2 2 2 
where b = 8B p / ^  f! and -S = 8 /^E^/y ^  . The expression for
2S contains a minus sign because E is negative. The general solution
o
of (A2.9) is
P(z) = c1 Jg(bz) + c2 N $(bz)
or P(r) = c1 J (be“2 V r ) + c N (be “2 yr).t o  £ S
P(r) must tend to zero as r-?cO hence c2 must be zero and the complete
solution is
Rp(r) = A2 r“1 Jg (be w^vr). - (A2.10)
The logarithmic derivatives of the two solutions must match
at r = r a o
Using the relation
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dx.
we have
>x »F1 = y» ,F1' (“ + 1) Y + 1>x )
J. d£-., - - «<V +  'Fj (£+',%.2 ,c<Vl) //^crA /A2
B ' d r  1 3 ;
Now,
£5* =- Az J5(ba~zyr) -p Az J
dr p* r dr L
and using the relation
i  J . W  = Z  J- W  -  Jf+, W
d x  r x  r
we have that
^  7 s (i>a -k(k<2- ^ * 0  +• ^  (t«Tz
dr 3. 2-
_ i » r
and finally J- __ lyr
i J R ,  _ _ i . - ^ S  +  v b  <2.’ z V r  J ^ + 1 ( b a  2 J , ^
r , a r  r 2 2 xs ( b a.-i^) - (A2-12)
Equating the derivatives at r = r , we have
0 -(>2 .3)
+ i±Co '^Q iFi(c+Ks'/2>c<\ z) = -i - £5 + >j? g. -Jj-n^ be. 2-y>°)
3 ,F, (c ,3/i X ' S V  r° 2 2  T s ( b a' ,ivS
This equation could, in principle, be used to determine Eq on which
both c and 3 depend* It is more convenient to substitute values of
B,V?Eq and A E q which have been obtained by numerical integration and
verify that equation (A2.13) is satisfied,
1 -1For yK = 2.873 f and rQ = 2.3 f the following results were
obtained:
B = 86.59 MeV, y =  0.582 f”1, E = - 16.04 MeV
a = 0.61 f lf> w = 15.44 Mev A E  - - 1.28 MeV.o
1(> 2
Hence c = = + 0.0414
2 £w
s2 = - 8mE / v 2^ 2 = 9.128
o
b2 = 8Bm/y2ft2 =49.25 
For convenience in the calculation s was taken to be exactly 3 and allowing 
for the error introduced by this procedure it was found that these values 
satisfy equation (A2,13). The normalisation constants A^, A^ were 
determined and values for the s—nucleon density distribution were calculated 
from the solutions (A2.7), (A2.10). These values are compared with the 
computed ones in figure 20.
2) W.K.B. approximation for distorted waves (Chapter 12)
In the W.K.B, approximation the product of the distorted wavefunctions 
is given by
x - v = ^ x P a ^ ' " e - x a- ^ )  _ ( 12.3)
where the symbols are as defined in Chapter 12, We expand the two parts 
of the second exponential separately so that ^
&xp (-X  )  =- l - X a T ^  -+3C o^d-e. ^  _ (a2,14)
exp (i Y ) = cos(Y<2_'°‘p _) ) l-(Al-/5)
The constants a , a - a„f c , c - c_ can be determined as follows. We 
0 1 2  0 1 2
define a quantity H. as
\ j «,oc p2* \ \ - ^  C V Z ?<■
H t » cos ( r e  / - * 2 '
I - H t •= j c. Y e. e. * u
\I
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FIGURE 20
The s-wave distribution. The full line 
shows the computed distribution and the crosses 
1nd1cate resu 11s calculated from tb° analytic solution
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FIGURE 21.
Results for the series expansion in the W.K.B 
calculation (see text, equation A 2 •15)• The full 
line shows the exact values and the broken line shows 
the"computed best fit. The parameters are ET. = 40 Me?, 
cp * 0*092 ■
lbs
where = 1 + o.. The quantity S' is defined as
,  ,  c,
Q was not treated as a continuous variable, but intervals for(p^ were 
chosen so that (5q = 0, -=0.5, etc., hence
F = c,0 1
S t = log (?x/Vo)/2a£i2
a = 1 - 1  %  S .
1 n (si i
By trial and error it was found that the best value for n was about 8.
p
m"0C Q
The same method was adopted to expand sin (Yfi ) and 
2
exp X a. ) and for these terms good agreement between the expansion
and the original term could be obtained at all energies. With the cosine
term a marked discrepancy arose when Y^ was approximately equal to E as
may be seen from figure 21. This could have been avoided by taking another
term in the expansion but this would have introduced three more terms
into each matrix element. Instead the results obtained with ET = 40 MeV,
b
-2Vq = 30 MeT, a = 0.092 f were regarded as the worst acceptable ones
and combinations of and a giving more distortion than this were not 
considered for this incident energy.
Apart from this expansion, the numerical work for the W.K.B. 
calculation consisted simply in calculating the successive terms in 
the series for 6  and Gp and so evaluating jG and |Gp |
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3) Partial wave method for distorted waves (Chapter 15).
Summation over y
We have to evaluate the summation over /-/ contained in equations 
(13.11) and (13.12) for each pair of values n and n ’. We write
9* »=r (r‘f  T?,'o) C(n3n';00)C(a2n'u -to) -(a 21&)
m  y*-*n n
¥e have otbained the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients from the formula (139)
CQ.J d , i  " > •  w )  -  » ■ * 0 ( j .  t i 2 - j , ) . '  O 3 t i . - f ) ' ( i »  + j » - j 3  ’/ C l . t i x - *' ) / ]k
(ji + 'M' (j2,-rn3>j J f/i
*  ft>)v[y- -»)■
The integer y takes all values for which the factorial argumentsin the last 
bracket are not zero. For the particular coefficients we require, the 
number of terms in the summation over V is quite small. For the
spherical harmonics we have used the following relations (50c).
y - ( W )  , p c m
>fn 
h
m
n_
<p'm (8) - (A2.17)
m
C M
(2n+i) (n-rn)! . frOm P” (B)
P “ is the usual associated Legendre function which satisfies the relations 
(75b)
P > * )  - H f m  - ( A- a- * )
p m+{ x )  = 2 (m  P ^ 'o O  -  (n.-mXn+n-n)  (x )
m  . »t»- _ on
.(a+m*/)£+l U) = (3n + i)x Pn (X.) - (n— ) p_( <x)
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so that given the values of P^  0 , P , P^0 all the P m s can be generated 
from the two recurrence relations.
In the case of zero energy loss we have, from figure 14, 
p = i n  _ i-g , p. = i-ir + i Q
• * • cos (3 = sin = X  , cos (31 = - sin -jQ - - X
Hence, using equations (A2.16), (A2.17),(A2.19)» the summation for w = 0 
becomes
« %  e  '/'V  f4*>jj~ 0 a h'
+  f  (-// +W )  (P,"^) Cpi2n',0)^il ft ft T X
= r  (2 - 4 0)(-))"'^ ( ^ 6 0  ^ , 7 x )  C f n ^ '
/>=0 ' -(7*2-20)
Similarly, the summation terms with w = + 2 can be derived using
equations (A2«16), (A2.17), (A2.19) and also using the properties of the C
coefficients.
** r  t ' f  <%.(*■)?*? C~X.)C(n2’xl; oo)C(rxln>-^-z)
\j~a n
* f  ei/’^ ' b o  P*'\3dc(«ir,'ioo)cfa"'ir -2>
p ~o
t  f  e f * *• .^1
= I (-if <P,f« (?f W  C(n. 2n ',oo) C(fl2n0 -2)
+ /_lf (p°(x) (Pj’Ax) C p 3'1'.oo)C(”2" ;0-i)
' ft, n
+  f  (Pn,:4U)C(nan,JooK(-2n')H-+2)
f= £ C“° n (J^ x ) ^ * ^ ' ) C ( n 2 n ,, o o ) C ^ 2 n ' ; F  + a)
+■("0 (P^bO (P, (pO oo)c(r\'X<n,-} o+ a)
+^ ~0"~'U<Fi:*) f^OO C(nan>o) C{ian,i p-*) -^ 2-^ 2)
Sunco. ( P  = (--!)*" ^  c<-A  ^ C(V\ 2n j O -• l) — C{r>3rs/)o  +  T~)
UJ <2. ItO-O'J?. CV+
9^n.(+2) = l n.(-2) -02-23)
The result is in accordance with the expressions obtained using the 
W.K.B. approximation, but will clearly not hold if energy loss is taken 
into account.
The required sums have been calculated from equations (A2*20), (A2.21) 
for those values of •*. which correspond to the scattering angles at which the 
two-nucleon scattering amplitude is known, i.e* for values of x  corresponding 
to values of sin -£-© given by equation (11.2).
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